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PADUCAH, KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER 13. 1906.

1fr,e04,4401*4-1,44-:--:•:-.--14444K-'i EXECUTIVE CHAIR
CRISIS ARRIVES
IN THE REPUBLIC
WAS QUITE VACANT

IRAIIAI CONFESSES
TO KILLING BASS

".. SIXTY MEN ARE HURT.
TWO FAT.41.1.1e AND
hstio.
"isorthae newspaper
"erragPthatrir;hut:
SIX thEteliel4 KILLED.
shrewd advertiser Wye...agates—
: Chicago. Sept. In.—Sixty men
"High Water" days don't count.
_...
were injured. two fatally, and
The Sue's daily average in,,
six heroes were killed at the
'Maims He Struck Companion
month was 8940.
Insurgent Troops Hastening
pleat of the Minot,. Brick roue
pany, %loch mil1. ipract ically dela Self Defense.
On to Havana.
stroyed last night %then a light.
Wog holt crashed into the two
largest tottidiugs of the plant.
lays Made Base Was Drunk and
04,000,000 PAID.
Fall of Pabeta's Government and In.
Shot at Him Twice Whea He
tereention By United States Is
• e•..• le e.•• •..
.e.....e•eyee.e.•:'.
Southern Secures ()entree of the Va•
Beat WM or Head.
Expected.
gluier & Southwestern
HAHT.111 (X)NSP1RATOH8

10 CENTS PER WEEK

doud
eart
y a
nu
gdto
rtis
e:g
irr
ht
Friday
The highest temperature reached
yenterday wee MI and the low•
eel today ens 69.

President McBroomExtremely

JURY IS SECURED
FOR LOVING CASE
'Nisi of Case l'outmenced In

Wanted Man.

Circuit Court.

Mayor Telmer and President Stark. of
ANOTHER ROAD Cliski.
Hon. oille James Arrives Thl. MornBoard or Aldermen, Are
lug and Both Sides Are Ready
Beth Absent. .
Larhadana Cllllles Down to Two and
For Contest.
few-Half Cents.

New York, Sept. 13.—The 'Mines
IIIKAVT11
Indic
te:ir
millary fio
, ted by
oated
re
e.nDee
feing pouct
waim
,
.
Ne w York. Sept. 13 The !tree_ , .
today says: The purchase of tbe Vire CRUISER 114 OF LITTLE AVAIL.
(NICHT IN A TANGLE. w'
are. Lackawana a Western
Rail_ NITNIEreelete BEING EXAMINED.
ginia & Southwestern railway by the
•
road company announced yesterday
Southern -Railway company, of whihi
Pittsburg, Sept. 13.- -The grand
that the maximum passenger rate on
current recently,
It Is stated by. persons besta
- rumors have been
c
Havana, Sete 13 ---Havana tuda jury today returned true bills against
t
Mayor Yeiser Is out of the city and that road will he Placed on a basis
tweeted with James Graham, the was confirmed yesterday. From one
The H. 14 hoeing murder ease is
faces the gravest menace in He his- Augustus Hartne John S. Wekahone• note 0. B. Starks. president of the of two and one-half cents
a mile, be- on trial in. circuit court
elf-confessed slayer of Claude Bass, of the stockholders In the Virginia
today and
Clifford Hone, charging them
tory . Insurgents, In over
with board of alderrnete Is at Dawson. ginning November
I. or as soon there- the court room is need with sere.
hat he Is suffering with eonsump- & Southwestern it was learned that
ennepirac
y
to
defame
the
numbers
character
are
This
advancing
throws
the duties of mayor on after as the filIng of tariffs under the
on the cape
ton and can not live long. Graham. the Southern railway has acquired
tators eager to hear the trial
The
tal from the south and weat. - aod, It tit Mrs. Mary Scott Hartle
the shoulders of the next highest new taw will permit. InterchangeJury was selected yesterday •fter.
a an inveterate cigarette smoker all the Virginia & Southwestern
Is
Id.
attack
an
awe
may
officer.
be
President
made
1,neo,mile
hi a
George 0 Mchooks will be sold at noon after e Si
aid appears to weigh not more than stock, paying therefor $200 a share,
of the special venire
CHARLES S. TRAY KR •
few hours, That President PaInsa's
Broom, of the board of council
Be- the rate of $25 instead of $30, with of 1110 were
,00 pounds. He Is emaciated and or a total of $1,000,000.
I
excused.
government is doomed is the general
cause he could not be found this a rebate of $5 Instead of Sit)
teak looking and admits that he has
The jury was selected as follow,
Nominated by Delementes of Con- morning •nd because there was some
opinion.
teen sick. How he could have crushJ M. ,MeKinney. le B. Chiles. J. F.
nee-tient.
The arrival of the United State*,
question about the eligibility of Atin the skull of his victim as he
S. L. Ward. A. Rosenthal, J.
cruiser Denver In the harbor has
torney J. S. Ross acting as special
lid, is the wonder of all who have
W. Leigh, E. C. Beasley, J. C. RutHartford.
Conn.,
Sept.
13.--hastened the crisis. Instead of ati
Mae- pollee judge, no court was held.
'een him.
ler. T. C Walker, D. M Potts, E.
D.
slating Palma, it la believed it vile be or Charles S. Thayer. of Norwich.
When Mayor Yelser left the city
Smedley and W. L. Suillvant.
It is reported that physicians who
was today nominated for governor two days ago for
noticing
MOW STRUCK BY LITTLE BOY hin
Smithland to attend
'Judge Reed instructed the jure
r ave attended Graham, . remarked
'The cruiser may be able to offer by the Democratic state convention. court, he appointed Attorney J. S. WILL HAVE RIG ATTE\DANCE
YEt4TIORDAY.
but did not swear It yesterday, this
hat if his case is continued more
Palma a place of refuge. however. It
TONIGHT.
Rosa. acting judge. Judge Rem held
necessitating the defendant. H H.
has one term of court be will not
court the next day and yesterday Popurpose
Loving, going to Jail for the
ire to be tried. The confinement of
night
dispatchin
this
is hsililtedg it
is one
of
here.
lice Judge E. H. Puryear, who was
Intervention by
H. H. Loving and H. A. Rose had
he jail will hasten his death.
Marie Penner Fell Useeneeions Der- the tnnted States is
at-Etrolthland also, returned and held elesamieeee mecum; moo, mare,.
now regardeed AA
been aasoriated together In the lentThe Casifeaserisa.
Boyish Encounter
the
court. He returned in the afternoon
outcome
the
-her business, but had dissolved parttines and Money Stays la
tag
Hinkle. With Heil
A confession made to Detective T.
strug.
of
tile- °I"). 1"!cal
and because he held court yesterday
nerehip and on the morning
Paducah.
or
I. Moore yesterday In the presence
of Ati•
It Is said that this disqualifies AltarThat this is close at band il. 1 Ild.i gust
3. 19105. !pee went to Loving's
•
if witnesses and later to reporters,
—
bey
Ross
from
acting
cated by the arrival of the Denver
today. It wow
office In the Fraternity building and
tran
y James klin
F
Graham, Atileves
Hart Rmattle a
that the acting mavor apand Wayne Palmer, and the dispatch of the Marietta to Thomas Bridges'
demanded a settlement of a business
Sons Get a"-"Ited
he commonwealth of proving that
Re.in last night kept the
' was
pant one but the acting mayor
---- the former a eon of Charles Hinkle. Clenfumer. Tb le has forced the hand
'cm" matter. The two had
)raltant killed Claude Sass In an the
words and
away
known
front
the
teseedag
fell carnival at
not located in time.
salesman, of the Insurgents to be In a good IIOS i well
More City Work.
Loving left the office. He returned
men field on the night of August 21. e
p
ic., League park. but If the weather is
acmcithr jamas oemoi.
and the latter the son of Alderman tioo and they must capture the city
a few minutes later and entered hie
iut Graham will have to prove his Earl
.• tonight there should be
was asked if Attorney Roes might propItIou
Palmer engaged in a hoyiah before the United States government
office. Rose was still there with V.
ilea of self-defense and make the
scuffle yesterday afternoon while go- acts. This is why the insurgent arm- 191ds 0111 eftehankithurg street .las,. serve and be stated that the question a large atteadamee as the laboring J. Blow, the stave
manufacturer, tett
tvidence clear before his troubles ing home
men are deserving, of Imbue
was too notch for him
the evaeht
lee are redline to Havana. Issue
from
eI imitirm" Blow left when Loving entered
preremente Referred to Geoone. The confession was made in
The
eases
age.
They
form a representative
There were s great many
school, and the Palmer youth was gents akio want to be es control of
report of a pistol- rang out and Rose
eral Council.
he afternoon first and Graham told
body
of
citizens
and
continued
this
is
the
orefirst
from
yesterday
Cienfuego
and
s before the Mitt
knocked
area exfell to the floor mortally wounded.
t differently every time be was -ask- driee.erk neleonscloss by a fan to tie
th
h
have *ed
the pollee anthoritiee were anxious time the
ek
the publi to
rives.
He died a short time after.
d to repeat it.
interest itself in their projects.
to get some of them off the &yokel
The boys are only 11 years old and
General Caudate with 3,000 in
. Loving sets up the plea of self cloGraham
admits that be killed
ONLY
TWO
Eurnums
APPEAR
had been friends until
During the rain the opporemity feast, alleging that Rose had
yesterday 'tangents, Is camped 16 miles south
'Iande Base. It required no greet
a pis
FOCI. TIP KILLS A B.SLL PLATIllt was seized
eahaesesreteammag
when
brougrat of Havana General Guerra's army
to put the shows In eons, tot and attempted to shoot him. lee
tmeteut of -pumping- or persuasion
about a quarrel. no little fellows from Pinar del Rio province Is came
shape
The committee did not en- tat claims that be did not go home
o secure it from the youthful prim1111nole Youth, Struck an the Neck.
west at etteee *flier In true pugilistic lag toward the capital. Oel. Avalote
gage a earnIval company to conic and get a pistol as the proem-401
The board of public
works let
trier, Grabill seelainele
m
Dlr. F'rtaili HI. injuries,
wing style, using gets
"
here and take the big end of the irate attempted to prove. hut had it in his
They fought for legal army Is stranded at Consols- sede-walla seetrenlit yesterday to
nade up his mind that the commonseveral minutes before the Hinkle don and cut off from Havana. The Thomas Bridges Sons.
receipts, but secured various attrac- Packet all the time. He
of Wabash.
wealth had the winning band and
alleges that
Btoomingtoo, in . Rept 13.- --Marly tions
youth denvered the knock-out blow, combined insurgent armies are pre- Ind. George Langstal acted
under its own reneral .manage- the reason he left the office fired weet
bat tbe beet tray tl) avert conviction,
preal- Jayne, a youth of
Fo,
-.
1
— county. died men?, selecting thetae which were 0111- to arold trouble
It caught Wayne on the eye atilt Paring to attack Havana when Guer- dent. City Engineer L. A. Washingand on re-enterine
f possible. was to make • confession.
today after having been hitt on the 'tottered hest.
he went down and remained stile ra arrives within striking distance, ton acted secretary,
A den of monster did not expect to find Itnee there.
Graham claims that he and Bass
neck
by
a
fool
tip
while
playing
ball,
These who stood by realised that the The Insurgents plan to establish a
snakes, the electric show, one of the
These Cr,' the tests the prosecution
tad been
together several days
Bids for Improving with sidebest ever seen here, a big vaudeville attempted to get up at the
kinking. They both had a little mon' boy was figured and summoned ad. provisional government with Senor walks Joaes street between Ninth
trial
To sexed( at New (Means.
and circus stow under a large tent, which remelted le a verdict
e The two had bought liquor that. He was carried home in an uncon- Zacas as president. The insurgents street to Eleventh street, Fountain
against
New Orleans
Sept.
13.—
Anthe dancing girls and several others Loving for manslaughter end A
phytdelaes notified Cienfugos to remove the
and
My on Kentucky avenue and had scents condition
mimbetween Jefferson to Monroe nouncement was made today that W.
worked for some tiny before the women and children as an attack
are on exhibition.
tent's' of five years.
teen in Mechanicsburg together. On „tad
streets
Fourth
street
and
from Nor- J. Bryan will deliver an address
came to. Re
he
was
hot
Is to be made
declared
Loving is represented by AttorThe free attraction is the eruption
he night of the killing Graham deton street to Husbanes street were here on September 24.
of Mount Pelee, • nwirhanleal and neYs J. C. rournoe. reel! Reed
!tares that be and Bass went to lets- injured and was ready for battle
received and the contract went to
firework% exhibition occupying one Thomas Harriette-. Sam Cmititiatni
t women. They decided first to take again.
Thomas Bridges' Sons at the followThis morning Ins mother sent him
whole end of the hall ground oppo- and Hal 8. Corbett and 011ie James.
I skil1 ride but the boat tender
leg bids!"
reThe proessnelon is being condutted
site the grandstand.
'used to rent them a skiff. Graham back to school. He fleet his victor,
Fourth street, sidewalk 16 cents:
lays that the boatman thought Bass shook heads and called it square,
Yesterday afternoon the children by John G. Lovett commonwealth's
concrete driveway, 20 cents: coin—
was too -drunk. The name of the
of the Home of the Friendless were attorney: Albeit' BerkMy, county alThe boys' teacher at the Washing- WILL RE ON LARGER scuic bleed curb and gutter. 70 cents,
matman is known to the police and ton school would talk little of the
the Reeds of the Central Labor torney and R. T. Lightfoot, eotint7
U4
THE
MR
:
OP
JANIEB
iron
drain
pipes,
•
cents.
25
THAN LAST YEAR.,
judge.
he police claim that the reason the affair and parents were as much in(Teton,
HAM. SAID CELL MATE.
Jones street, sidewalks, 18 cents,
The etre* was taken up this mornmat was not rented was because dined to remain relent. The fight ocThe Goddess of Labor will not be
driveway, 22 cents; curb and gutter,
leg at 9 np.c,o,",
Jraham had stolen one a few week' carted a short distance from the
'
crowned
grounds
the
on
as intended.
70 cents: drain pine. 25 tents.
Graves county Horsemen and Society
zefore and dill:weed of it at Me- Khoo!
Venerates .Teettfy.
owing
dispute
to
over
the
her
quailFountain avenue. sidewalk it Asked for Razor With Which to Shave
The rule was applied and wItne
ropolis and the owner did not want
Peolde Looking Forlsard to the
ficatioes.
Hinteelf—Threatened to End
mots; driveway, 2$ tents; curb and
es excluded from the court room
o take the risk of losing the seeHorse Show.
this
gutter, 70 cents: pipe, 28 cents.
Ills Existence.
morning.
md.
Bids for Improving Jarrett street,
Attorney D. G. Park. who, occuFalling to secure the skiff the two
Sowell street front Ashbrook avenue
pies an office in the building where
'Carted for the clty and at Sixth and
Dr. Victor Voris, who during last to Hayes avenue and Sowell street
the tragedy occurred, testified
eerrell streets or in the open field,
to
7-ear's horse allow featured the musk- from Hayes street to Ashcraft aye- Jim Graham was moved te a private
hearing three shots and being one
got sleepy and started to make their
cell
this
afternoon
because he has
LIES rEI7Ii111
"UNDER ENGINE cal drill, will put this feature on this one and Hayes avenue from Sowell
THE of the first on the Arens.
zed in the field. After a few minAND DIRECTS REIRMORS.
to kill himself. This SPEAKS IN ciN('INN.4T1 AT
year on a large stale, and is prepar- street to the Benton road were re- threatened
Dr. H. P. Sights, occupying offices
Res Bass tried to get a bottle of 11B.tete11,41
threat
PARK.
.1.
was
made
known
to Gralug to dri-U the entries. He stated (erred to the council being ttti:o high.
next to Judge Park, testified to heir=
guor from Graham
and
barn's keepers this afternoon and
Graham
this morning that he wanted above
The bids for graveling were:
Mg three shots and of
.bought him too drunk. After wrestNet in time to prevent his cutting
going down
till. Taken Apart to fteleage et) pairs entered and will make it the
I
William Husbands. 74 .centa,
to investigate. Het...attended Rose in
Mg about for several minutes Buss
throat.
hie
81
Plnionee Ilan Who Dies at de.
feature of the horse dhow.
1
cent's, $1.34, 83 cents.
. _ eleiterates stand on Railroad Owner. the office with other
zroke ionise and pulled a gun which
physicians.
Nitholas Gains, a -petit larceny
Heepltal.
"Gravest county will figure -to a
ship at Louistill.—Is Not the
J. E. Jones, 84 cents, 93 cents,
Dr. C. E. Pin:cell. occupying offi_ ._---Ye snapped twice. 1R-ilium alleges
prisoner, occupies the same cell
larger extent than formerly In the .1.1.46,- 14 cents.
Whole Party.
ees across from Dr. Slights, test-M.3.het at this juncture he dropped to
_
Paducah horse show this year," said
Standing water on tee brick witb Graham. This afternoon at 2
to hearing-the shots and running
:he ground, conveniently found
a
Jake Dudley, of Mesfieed. -Stockmen street between
Kentmety avenue o'clock he sent for Murray Howls-,
down to find Rose mortatly woundwagon spoke and struck BUM in the
Louisville, Sept. 13,---Hugh Danturnkey. and asked for an interview.
ed.
lead several times, felling him to ingtoe, a switchman for the L. & N. aed society people of our county art and Broadway on Second street was
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 13.-- As •
"I want you to take that fellow
looking forward to the show wit an referred to the engineer.
he ground. He did not remain ow who lived at
Dr. Victor Voris, occupying offi
2615
"
ran Street' ant- tpations of pleasure."
The offer of the traction company out of my cell," Gains said to prelude to his entry into the sonth rex
•lie !Irene long, not even looking to fared Injuries
adjoining Dr. Sights, testified
where
his
declaratio
recent
in th4' yards of the
as
Howie.
n
to
"He
has
threatene
d
to kill
to pay $6 for 35 cedar poles of one
tee if he had seriously wounded Ma road, at Tenth end Kentucky streets.
,
government ownership of railraods that he heard three shots ant ran
. „
himself.
He
says
that
if
be
does
an
not
length
ot
and
for
$1
30
of
he
ALMOST AS Mt•CH AS STRIKE.
rdown stales. He was
eampanion.
from which he died at Ste. Mary and
one of the first
harous
ed th e most opposition.
as
length was accepted and finperin- rucceed In hanging or strangling
Front the scene of the attack Gra- mestebeth -Hospital at 0:30 . o'clock
William
Jennings Bryan made last on the scene and heard'hoving as tic
himself
with
bed-c
lothes
he
will
eat
tendent
Keebler
was
Trestle
instructed
of
Labor
Union
to
offivere in
ham went to Mrs. Fletcher's rest- this morning,
left the room may- that he had to tto
let tha company have theni at this glass: butt his brains but—or will 'night a more explicit statement as
Chicago Will Omit.
lence where he admitted he often
it, and that Rose had b151e".ded Wm
While standing on the running
position
to
lis
matter.
in
the
anything
In
60
dead
to
die.
He
told me this
price.
Halted, having a sweetheart In one board of the engine it struck soother
for
a week and came to his ofnce
silence
read
he
a lengthy statement
Chicago, Sept. 13.—The trials of
The traction company was permit- today."
.
X' Mrs. Fletcher's daughters.
and insulted him.
He train In the yards a glancing blow,
elaboratin
g
position.
his
Howie
but
deciarbelieves
that
Graham
T
Means
w
elfthThe
remained there a short time and while moving. The force of the im- Cornelius Shea and sixteen other of ted to put In a switch at
importance of the Loving
that t hmakin
ltd"
R. "He wanted a razor this
e
g ofplatforms
afternoon
then went home. Graham says that pact threw Darlington under the en- labor organisations connected with and Burnett streets,
murder ease prompted Judge Witrest,
with
with
the
voters
of
which
the
whole
to
shave
himself,
but
I
the
teamsters
The engineer reported filling the
' strike of 1905, began
he did not leave the city until the ea..
Ilam Riled to caution representative,
today. It Is predicted the trials will hollow between Aarrison. Madison. would not let him have Rafter what party. and I never have and never of
meriting of the 23rd. The reason he
the press to be careful 'hoer what
With Ws legs and arms crushed,
will
attempt
to force my otentons or
a year's time and cost
urth and Third streets, to perfect I beard. I will t.a ke. caretbat Graremained away was to avoid arrest and suffering frightfully from the in- consume
was printed In order not to influence
$200.000.
those
ham
any
of
gets
few
men
the
on
no
peeopportuni
ty
to
suicide.
drainage. The assessment against
ers the housebreaking charge, he di'- tense heat of tbe boiler, under which
the jury. The trial Is being conductpie."
•
property owners is as follows: W. A.
:litre*, and he came home only after he lay. Darlington for two bodes diOft on the most rigid court
rules and
ROBBED
1140,000
OF
IN
GEMS.
Gardner $37.40: Mrs.
Al Wicks.
MISI401"RIANS ()PP RE.
work gave out and illness weakened reeled fhe work of rescue of thirty
every precaution to avoid a delay or
Jennings.
E.
Clizelnnati
$20.94.
211.75;
C.
,
Tofleget.
13.—Will
iam
him,
Mix up on a technicality Is being
men. so erimpletely was he entangled
New Yorker Reports Thefts on Train Jennings Bryan arrived at noon and taken.
Go on Record nem!net Bryan's nage tat $110.12.
The prosecution
has securely in the wheels that it was necessary
to Baltimore Police. .
was given a reception at. the Grand
The Illinois Central hospital mance
road Plan.
1
locked away the affidavit of Mrs. to take the locomotive apart before
Defense. Has Inning.
elation was granted permission el
Hotel. This afternoon he attended
Fletcher which will play an import- he could be taken out.
This morning at the adjournment
St. Louis, Sept. 13. Governor put in a concrete driveway
Baltimore, Sept. 13.—Bolomoti TJr- the fall festival. This evening he
in front
will of court tte commonwealth
ant part In the case being the first
needled
Folk tend Meagre. Doekery, Stephens. Of the hospital,'to conform to the bach, a diamond merchant of New speak in the open air
at the baseball with its witnesses. They an
rbnfesaion and voluntary, too. The
testified
RIG HAUL MADE.
'Francis and Crittenden, former got- regular grade of street and pave- York City, reported to the Baltimore park. It is expetted 2e 000
authorities refuse to give out the atPeople the same as in the previous trial. J.
.
-ernors have gone on record in oPpo- mints.
Police that he was robbed of $40.0010 will hear the distinguished Nebo's.. ,
fidavIt for publication, but a state- Demolish sank safe
V. Blow was Introduced but
and Get $10,0e0 salon to Bryan's railroad views.
J. R.
' Many permits to erect and i'ake, worth of diamonds this teeming Man.
ment made to a reporter by a witGilbert and son- were not present.
in (lauth.
---white
route
en
city
to this
efe. earg
down telephone poles were granted
r
ness who heard her talk and saw
The first witness for the defense,
Vourteea Live,' Lowe
the gems were in a wallet in his reit
the Home Telephotte company,
Girl Hanged for Killing General
her sign the paper, lays the subLoving, testified first this afternoon
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 13----A specToronto, Sept: 13.— Local Canswhich he put under his pillow stets
,
St. Petersburg. Sept. 13.--- The His story was the frame
stance of her statement Is that Gra- tel to the Dispatch
as before. HI
from
AgleY. distil ()Betels have just received a
Rich.* Pelmet Dire.
. be retired. When he awoke be doe Gazette
ham came to her hornet excited and Mena., says: Robbers entered
says that Zesnide Menefee eMlata that Boom bad !leen
tbe mammas -stating that fourteen per(Omelet
Heiden, Sept. 13.--PrInos Adelbert, dare* the wife with lte betgate wee} azekeee, the girl
who on Amite 26 him and vim, to his *Mee elicited
with bloody bends Which he walked. Desk of Ails), early today, and alter
soak were- killed In the wreck of the of Prussia, regent of the Duchy of gone- The Porter .end
conductor
assassinat
on
i
ed
General
Min at Peter- and with a pistol In his pocket. Teo- deraohalting the sae via explosive* harvest train at
Sudbury: /40 partto- Brtenawick. the richest Knew in (ler- the train and they had (teen no one ' hot and who was
(Continued on Page Four,)
mtateseed to be
sweired $1,0,4116 la 01016 and *amps& ulaes Were given.
may. died texts, of aPoplem
near the berth during -the elite
114011.06, has been merited.
tOontinued on .Paso /bar.)
_
-_ ....t
P'RISONER Is Lev ILL

'a
tli

KNOCK OUT

CARNIVAL

STREET CONTRACTS
LET BY THE BOARD

MUSICAL DRILL

•

BRAVE SWITCHMAN

•

•

SUICIDE

BRYAN

pier,„,

40,

PAGE TWO.

VIE PADUCATI• VNEN1N1,1 ST-N.

CbeKentucky BLOOD POISONING
ROTH PHONES 51$.

MONDAY Night, Sept, 11

CAUSE OF DEATH

SEG de YEARS: HOARD 114o,otio.
raniple, Slimes Blind. Gain
eleudkants.

!silts SUM is...

YR RAD tY, SEPTEMBER 18.

h
Hard Coug

ROOT'S JUNKET
IS PROFITABLE

sessions of the con-geese eere heist
amemeasseseassemeessesemeaawesseessesteweemeweuw
.
_....14airg you forgotten that fa may
from **Pavilion St. Louis" to "M roe Palace."
No more effective ay
weak lungs?
swer could have been devised to tie
European oontention that the Monre,
o:suPlikr-!
He will tell you the special danger of
itesholl2s
e iygdo:Td-eh
'isifilw
tc:h7rs tihiliroryoTair s
eed. cdtdlo
occisunig
:
S
dos-true is a Yankee menace to Soutt.
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He kept a piece of meat In
the rock
for a year to test its
preservative
q uallt:es. He was wrapped in forty

Prepare% titreduates for Teething
and
Superinseadeat Lielt Favors
iontInuani e.

You are earnestly invited to call at our store

Death of airs. Martha tiliwon May
He Inwattgaleti By (irate..
yards of linen which he had purCounty Orncial..,
chased some time
for a shroud
Broder left Instructinne (hat
he
P.NROLLMENT IS INCREASING waated
to be burled
.
forthwith,
;avithout any frills." as he often
said,
ao he was laid in the strang
e grave
a few hours after the breath left
his
listless the school hoard authorizes
body A bottle of old liquor was
inthe employment of
Sept. 13.—There
ui
dditionsl terred with the
remauts Of "Col. are breakers ahead for the officials
teacber in the High sehool,
one of Jim."
in Louisville who propose to allow
the most
succ.essful fitaturee-the
the saloons to open on Sunday in viocadet elase-will be cut out
lation of the law, in caselhis le
HEARST NOMINATED .
of
position. Such was indicated by
the High schr;ta will not have
the ('ontrol.
Independence League of 'Gov. Beckham yesterday afternoon
advantage of a training for teachers.
In a speech to tattoo residents
New York *ate.
1
The Cadet eleas was composed of
of
Spencer comity, in which he
members of the twelfth grade and
stated
New York, Sept. 13.—In a har- that he would far prefer to lose
was rondlieted
the
hy Superintendent
monious and enthusiastic final ses- race for United States senato
r than
Lieb, who Introduced the feature.
He sion today
to
*Ho the Sunday law
the state convention of
broketin, and
wanted to train graduate* tcr posithe Independence League nomina
ted when he also Wasted tint he woual
tions as teechers and tfte se:awes of
a straight ticket. Delegates
cheered strain every\power of the chief ex
the experiment 4s evidenced by the
half an hour when Hearst appear
ed ecutive to efiforce the lundat" is.
fact that seven of the Cadet elates
on the platform to make a
brief
made th
graduates are teaching school, six of
speech of acceptance. Governor Wil- significant remark: "It the
power or
them
liam Randolph Hearst:
lieutenant the governor is not suffieitint at pr.'s
although *soured they eould
governor, Lewis Stuyvesant
Mend- cutto force officials to obey. the taw
get positions.
aer: secretary of state, John S.
Wha- It is time that the power of the govi'Laitt year I introduced the featurP
len: state treasurer, George
A. Ful- ernor he extended."
tied felt encooraged from the start."
ler: comptroller, Dr. C. H. W.
Gov Beckhani, In hie speech, took
Auel:
Superintendent Lleb stated "The
state engineer and surveyor,
Frank up the enforcement of the Sunday
members
took up the L. tidettman:
attorney general, John law, particularly as it applied
to
work with a will and while I couid
Ford.
Louisville, aud sake on this subnot give it mneh time. the cities
aro for nearly an hour
nourished -aud at the close of the
13)0
MANI*
year the members were well fitted
for teachers. This year I will not be
the Mormon Chief and Warran
Morgatifielii. Ky., Sept. 13.- An
t
able to teach It. The class has he.m
Is to Be Asked,
ihown
to he a beskat to Peducah
today under
coenty unit law
High
Salt Lake. Utah. Sept. 13
Ap- Both sides made a Eton night, the
plication was made today to
Collet)* Prohibitionists winning by over 1,regular wetter to take charge
Attorney Christensen for a warrant 000 majority. Under the
vote taken
of it sad do other work besides, will
for the arrest of Joseph F. Smith, today druggiats will not
be allowed
be a vete in vest mere."
president of the Mormon church,whe to teal whisky on prescri
ption.
The
is charged with sustaining unlawful
Already hts High school Is tarter
relations with M. Mary T. Schwar
No Fire Protection.
then ever before at the beginning of ty
Smith, locally known as wife No.
Owing to the withdrawal, or the
the first term, and before the year le
5. President Smith is now in
Eu- hydrants of the Indepenatint Water
out will be neer ben strong. Last rope,
but is expected to return in company at Owensboro, the western
year at the beginning of the ant time
to preside over the semi-annual section of that city is without tire
MIST TAhl tal 1 1.1t 1
term the actual enrollment
113. conference of the church
early In protection and insurance rates probAt the beginning of the second term Octobe
r,
ably will be raised in the near fu- Brt
After Nash39 entered, making the total 17e
ture.
ilkos Under World.
At tte beginning of this yokes arm
HOLLEit SKATING
---term the
Nashville, Tenn., SI ;,' 13. - T•
wast 1.44, and today it is 150. There
Pronibtea to He MIX
Sept. 13.— The
Thie
Tennessee .,senue
are now
candidates for the High
body of Mrs. Martha Harper Gibson. proposes
ter as Lame
to join
school.
a bride of about a week, was laid to
;
The Piro Wet*.
Roller skating, so popular Isrest TaasclaY afternoon in the Mace- warrants against some 01
the promiThe first week of sitool wilt COM
donia graveyard. Owing to the petal- nent "Red
Light•• resorts fo ,
to a close tomorrow afternoon and
ILaritlea surrounding her death ma- purpose
of collecting unpaid : pa
the regular weekly principal/4' meethas conducted rinks in
ny _rumors are afiiiat
license, In these resorts it is the cueChicago and
ing will foliow dismissal. The eonother big calms Is here to run it. He
investiga- tote to have beer and often w..te oil
region reselling from .the start haaa
has secured the gymnasium at the tion might bring forth some start- sale, and
the only license they
all disappeared and the schools are
ling revelations, it is known, and
Eagle building. Sixth
etreet
reaming smoothly. The ptoels
the floor has been the attendlng physicians have so an12 o'clock
studies with it will put in excelle
nt condition. Bivens In- nounced Aithat Mrs. Gibeon's death closing law went into effect they
-1
tends to operate the riak all the win- was due to swallowing some kind or have done
THE REV. S. H.
ter.
poison Before her death she was of
a purple and spotted color and other
symptoms have appeared whith InNi) COMPANY.
ltegins Dutl('%.
dicated that she had eaten poison.
were issued
Some have advanced the theory
M. Fitzpatrick
Hearings upon the warrant. will
The Rev. S.H Eshinan, of Pui•Aki,
a poisonous insect or
county court clerk
Paris Green while eating peaches as
immedi
ately
after eating the fruit
Presbyterian (torch in this
NO DANGER ao f-Nct,i.: Jot:.
city ,hae been caaed to the paatorate
at lease Mr. W. M. Fitz- last Friday, she became violently- lii
of the Cumberloact
Presbyterian patrick. who was requested by Gov. and Continued to grow worse until In Oppottitiosa of fainipers in
relieved by death Monday afternoon.
ehunch at Downes Green. Mr. Esti- Beckham to organize one,
has dropmin is in that city and will begin his ped the matter. "I could
not get a
Mr. James Namtf.t. of Fulton, vis
ditties at once. The Rev, Mr.
treflicient number of young men of
Ited in Paducah. yesterday.
man resigned his pastorate here when the kiad I
Campthe church derided to
ers
knock hint out, he can remain
1
interest
In a military company here is light
organteatkra.
in public life as long as be 10
and the orgunization of one would be
•
This waa the comment of Saha
a hard job."
Hopkins, of Mine a
Notice.
Padtinah Lodge No 127 F.
A.
TO FORT THOMAS.
1W. will meat 16 special communicaecntion Friday afternoon at a o'clockEd Dunnaemy Is Taken by Marshal
for the purpose of attending the
J. H. Hurley.
funeral of our deceased brother; Ira
aliteihell. All
Last night Marshal J. B. Hurley.
districts. Ones/vise
to attend.
of Halls, Tenn., 'who brought Ed
said the outlook In Illinois was
FRED AMER, Master.
Dunnaway, alias Roy Barcroft.. an
cidedly good.
alleged deserter from the army, here
for safa_katioleg pending word from
liVIt MUTUAL PROTECTION
the authorities received a telegram
The
direetIng him to take him charge to
Theatrival People of This (amatory
the richest heer
Port Thomas. Ky. Yesterday the
and Europe Join Together.
and has no equal as a
young man's father came here to see
mild, healthful bevhim.
326 S. Third Street
erage. It is brewed
Artenarederation.representing G:

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

ago

Senteuter 14th and 15th

ALL THE NEWS OF KENTUCKY.

•

And see the

Tiolorsv:ile, Ky.,

this
cud it will mean that gradasteeyear

• ill

•

t •

Vitiate County Dry.

Has

election was held in Union county
the

'wheel graduates. those who
want to testi,, and the emplormi.nt
of a

Grand Standard Sewing Machine

R. D. W. WISON, upresenting the Standard Sew
ing Machine Company,
will exhibit this wonderful high spee
d machine. Come and see the work
it will do, and b: coavincei thit it is the handsome
st, finest c)nstructed, lightest
running and most perfect Automatic Lift Drop Hea
d Machine of the market.
It will do the old machine's seven hours work in four.
Call and see the
machine whether you wish to buy or not.

in Paduent. Two destined to

of the clans

a.

ROTARY SHUTTLE

their

In closin g floe. Beekham

teach

SIOPTILADIFil Is,

F. N. GARDER. JR, CO

High'School,

114-116 SOUTH THIRD STREET

•

. _

was

came Agent

enrollment. the, first day

Bode Was Spotted,
Mayfield, Ky..

Popular

Padumb tact winter, Is to ise revived.
Monday night Oeorge Blvens, who

taking bold of the

and it has been
suggested that an official

a land oflice busitiess,and
on the attention of the revenue
agent being called to the fact that
they were operating without tippling
Beene,. warrants for 23
that
be
had before the

Accept% Hsieh at Howling Green and

Tn., formerly pastor of the Cunthei)and

Gives l'p the
she swallowed
Effort.

Paducah will have
company,

Bicycles and Supplies
in the city.

the standard of the

CRUELTY CHARGE,.

only from Patsst

Preferrts1 Against Negro Driver of
Mules.

eight-day malt.
'
thc
ant:
pure water. Pabat

John Pete. Raker colore.1, wellknown in police court, will have to
face Police Judge E.' ñ. Puryear for
cruelty to
alleges that Raker yesterday afternoon unniercifirtly beat
one
his mules. Raker
employed *bola horses for years in
Paducah.

animals. Tony Diemen, the
liveryman,
has been

Foretto Policyholders.
Samuel Untermver, counael of the
International polleyholders• committee,
consult some of the foreign police'
holders.

sailed for Europe yesterday to

world
Malone Has Left.
A dispatch to a London news agency from Tangier says that Maid entire's left Molgedar,
.1rder has been rovioreaLthere
Kidd

$5.50 Per Pair

Illi

Morocen, and titat

choicest hops
eight-day

malt, tht.

malt,containa
all the food qualities
of the finelt barley
in predigested form.
It is this high ioodS
perfect

value and the Pabst

exclusive process of
brewing and thoroughly aging the
beer,that gives Pabst
Blue Rilahoit Beer its
rich, mellow flavor,
its refreshing zest.

reputable line

passed

under

business.

farfamed
a

Intent on

of women
'
s shoes

our

on

inspection.-

in

Not

careful

securing

the world'
s

content

Retailing at $4, $3.50, $3 the Pair

-

This shoe is, in

our estimation, the best for the above

prices
It is striking in style, faultless in
tit, and of moderate price — three points that canno
t help but ap-

of any in the shoe world to-day.

peal to every woman.
Another strong point is their wide
The

.

Ari;-.

Britain, and the international
repreamiting the eontinent of
Europe,
joining forces for mutual
orotectlern, and recently sent a dele
gate to New York to seek the cooperation of the White Rats and to
form an internatIrmal body with it
membership of II)snot). To protect
themselves against such a formirtgale
organization, the European managers
held a secret meeting here and
formed a federation.

are

,.

and

#

varied range of styles.

"Dorothy Dood" line

not only affords the proper style for
each and every occasion, but each style is divided
and subdivided
by variations of design and material, until the possibilitie
s for
choice are practically limitless
'
.

Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 Broadway.

ATTACKED THE BABY..

Pet

For years we have carried
the shoe

be the intro-

the

"DOROTHY DODD" SHOE

13 --The NKr

Lodge,

has

of

with
merely an examination of the finished produ
ct, we have watched
many of them in process of manufactur
e, and in some cases from
the cutting - bench to the finishing room.
After duly weighing all
advantages and disadvantages, our final
choice is the

cleane.t beer

of

Morgan & Wright
Tires

markets

and

most com-

plete line of

the best, every

illueRIbbon

London, Sept

Dodd" Shoe.

and systematic study of

Pabst

IS. E. Mitchell
Carries the

"Dorothy

who Iris one at
President Roosevelt's ca. e.t
HopkIna admitted that the
cans of Illinois may' lose two
greaslonat districts and one in tit,
southern portion of the sta:e, all of
which he maintained are norm:"
Democratic

master Mason, invited

I

duction, as our leading line

Oyster Bay, N. Y.. Sept 11 -- "If
Speaker Cannon depends on
to

wasted." he said, "and I
enter the Gen- dropped the matter. think

•

#
•

ear season will
THE EVENT of the Paducah footw
for women,

no military

Says Hopkins.

.eral Presbyterian

A El11.0• II ncement•••
_• •

have
heretofore paid has been to the
government. Since the

FAIIMAN

W.

Dorothy Dodd
.
..

in tlie suop
of lawlessness by issuing

and

are Broadway. and

Middle

-

Coon Stites Child and is Choked
to Death.

father choked,the Got i. Polk watt steak..
valeacent today to spend a cousiderable part of
several letters, glanced over the newspapers find rettrrned
INnivaleto
He woe he le eatntng
hut Still Has Fever.
that wIrtikn a week he will
i have fully recovered,' tits temperer
City. M,), Sept
'however, coattlews slight')

baby's throat. The
t s
r1041,•
tl,,, lit I,
Laurel, Miss , Sept. 13.-- -The 5- animal to death to make It release itsi
montheaold baby of Franit Orem was hold. The baby is still alive.
!
the afternoon In hist-410e
Pares Ky., Scott:V.—Farmer*
in
badly +lacerated by a pet coon with
at the atatototme
He dictated
this county are experiencing
venleh it hod- been Playing. The
FtiLE BETTER; 00E14 TO (WE'VE.
--to the mansion and
which
the child', but the father came to the (ate I.1114.1' of MissourI
rent
atri.ngth and I. fast ripening.
ramie.
bellevos
bitten by, the
eitienal, which Main
the ,
oak %ad
tore,
in. tn.s4-.:A.ffor'"n

Wilma% became enraged and attacked
He was badly

attacked
buried its.hugs

•

-1

considerable trouble In securing help to ...cut
handle the crop of tohatsio,
A large number of
them have offered as high as $t 56*
day for labor (eagles' in housing the
weed.

TEURSDAY, SE/Pr-EMBER 13.

IPPli PNITERYIEFI EVENINTI

IMAM WOOS

•••
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CHANGED HIS NAM'
of tb,e Louisville Commercial club
AU CONTRAIRE.
and many representatives from the
Just Before Wedding Because Smiths
eastern and central vert or the state
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
Were Too Numerous,
will come. Peducath Is to be host to
the greatest gathering of Kentuck13.— The
Madison, Wis., Sept.
ians, it has been her honor to enterIMICOR PO SAYSD
To Hotel and lioardrug House Proprietor-J. of Paducah:
Smith family has Met one member,
F U Ft-iusa.Prastdsie. tain in many years. These are men,
111# WW1. FaZTori, Lienerellina(er.
Bradford
elan
has
gained
The coming Immigration Convention to be held in Pawhile the
who kuow tiommercial progress and
of
the
the
graduates
Among
ducah
0 tober 4th and 5th, promises to be largely attended
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
one.
spirit when they see it men whose
flamers as Ur postorace at Pedalos's, Ky., ea
June
last
out
of town visitors, who will require accomodations.
Wisconsin
by
of
Calversity
good opinion is worth cultivating,
Mood class maim.)
Bradford Smith, son of
Ernest
was
older that we may properly care for every visitor,
In
and,
a
half
moreover,
Include
they
THE DAILY SUN
Prohibiof
'Maclean,
a
IS
Smith,
II
B.
are
riquested to pomp ly furnish a memorandum of the
week
you
sorrier,
psr
J.
gy
thousand or more men from the
by molt, per awesta, is advance.
tionist, and at one time candidate of,
Capacity of your house and the number of people you will be
the
is
Paducah
territory
of
which
4,110
Sy Wall, per roar. to Wesel*.....
able to take care of under pit-satire, to the
that party for governor. Two weeks
metropolis. This will be the occaston
THE WEEKLY SUN
ago Ernest Smite was married to
of all others for Paducahans to show
Par year, by wall pertage paid_.....
allaraea Tag stir& Paducah, Ky.
Miss Florence B. Mott, of Neenah,
to the state the kind of people who
daughter of Judge Mott. The day
Timarsostes VIII Inhabit this city. The horse show
Orrice, III South Third.
before the wedding, it is found, ErnPapua/4Tbm Masao and bow York yew will be in progress. We should make
est Bradford Smith went into court
easeataalUM4
ever hem
IL the best horse show
and had his name changed to Ernest
THIS SUN who be futiatl aa alu toliomag anywhere But that is not enough.
Smith Bradford. The young man
puma;
and
the visitors
The convention
Classets ass
said he wished to change bis name,
must be shown some personal attenVaa Cults Bros.
as there were too many Smiths in
commitCommercial
club
tion.
The
Palmer Etreses.
rGRAHAM
the slate with his initials,
tees will call on you in the interest
Jobe Wiiestu
of the convention. They have made
ADAMS IS AGAIN NEAR FREEDOM
the movement an ensured success by
their efforts. Everybody else Is just
Important Moyer-Haywood Witness
as much interested in the work as
Released, But Rearrested.
of the Commercial club.
the
members
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.
who, after all, are only public spir((outInued From Page One)
(Continued From Page One.)
Boise, Idaho, Sept, 13.-- Steve
ited citizens, who give their time
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Adams, whose detention In the Rate Mg left the room where he and V. J. She naked him what he had been doand their money toward helping the
"Ars you afroill ell bust it, popr
Is desired as a witness in the Moyer- Blow had been talking,
August 17..3888 business of everybody in the city
August 1..3836
leaving Blow ing and he replied that he had killed
"Er—no; I'm afraid you won't!"
Haywood trial and who has been In conversation wirb Rose. Loving a fellow named Bass by beating him
August 18..3874 When they it'll and lay their plans
A WWI& 2..3848
held here since last Saturday, charg- claimed that Roo came in and bang- In the head with an rron bar, beAugust 20..3852 before you and tell you what they
August 3..3883
thank
and
with the murder of Lyle Gregory ing his flat down on the table said. cause he would not go to steep.
them
ed
it
to
want,
give
true
being
this
21..3811
observer,
August
any
August 4_3864
plain to
in Denver, was discharged In a jus- "you -The case against Graham for murAugust 22..3834 them for the interest they are tak- not alone of the cities but of the
August 6...3863
if you ido not fix up
today, but Immediately
tice court
August 23..3833 ing Then join the Commercial club. sreoller places. Iren and steel are reAugust 7..3879
that $750 by 11 o'clock I will fix der is set for tomorrow* morning In
rearrested by Sheriff Sutherland of
August 24..3841
ported by the mercantile agencies to
August 8..3916
:roue" and with that took hold of the ,the examining court, but now that
The Scientific American gives llOale
Shoshone county, Idaho, charged
August 25..4220
be on an exceptionally strong finanAugust 9..3927
butt of a pistol in his hip pocket. tiis guilt is established, it la probamosquito
practical euggesUons on
killing of "John Doe" TyAugust 27..3865
cial baste. The redrence orders inde QU tHREL AND ONE IS FATALLY with the
August 10..3896
went home after felling to ble that the witnesses will be turned
Loving
the
on
culture, dwelling at length
WOUNDED.
ler in St. Joe county. Idaho, in AuAugust 28.. 3849
tete that the business will eonticuel
August 11..3951
policeman
and on his return ever directly to the grand jury. This
Mad
a
customs, life and habite of Indusgust, 1904, Adams was taken back
August 29..4327
August 13..3894
good for at least a year to come The
ha
()Mee
He claimed, will insure a speedy trial and avoid
found Robe in
of this thrifty little Inflect. The
to the penitentiary.
August 30..4330 try
August 14..3/485
only limitations to the field of buildand be fired the unnecessary preliminaries.
at
jam
started
Rom
Scientific American takes issue with
Graham's Gun StateT•
August 31..4407
August 15.. 31iO4
ing operations are the erthaneed coat Dave Ray, Formerly of Paducah,
shot thinking his life was lu deueer.
the general inference of Bible readWIPE LEAVES HOME; MYSITF7R1n.
Graham told two different stories
August 16..3898
of materials end the high rates deJohneou—Koos
will likely be nonevidence
The
Shute*
Jirtan
things are created for
106,379 ersotbat all
Total
manded by labor_
eluded tonight and the argument.* about the pistol he took from Bees
Men ere Colored
The paper
purpose
Disappeareate of Mrs, K. L. Forester
The fleet
3940 SOM. useful
when he struck hint down
Average for August, 1906
Every farmer in the land has his
made tomorrow.
of
varieties
Prom Keineelha Puzzles,
3705 mentions one hundred
was build to Patrol Driver John AusAverage for August, 1905
face wreathed in smiles. The Hesthe mosquito, en of which gain their
sian fly and the army worm and other
MORE LIGHT ON SWAL DEALS. tin and was that he had throat. it
livelihood in the some reprehensible
-Kenosha, Wis.. Sept. 13.—Mrs. E.
During an altercat.on between a
235
Austin promised
into a gravel pi'
Increase
disturbers of his peace cannot make
manner. It mentions the domestic
sect,on bands at L. Forester, wife of a well known
the smile come off. The weekly crowd of colored
Poises Aggregating $3.000#900 to search the pit and find the gun
Bond
named
10 contractor, kissed her two little chilat
morning
before me. and wild kind, but the east
Personally appeared
and help the boy all tie eeekl• Gratrade review says, "Underlying the Joppa, Ili., this
Found by District Attorney,
disappearing In houseis
fast
breed
Padren goodby last Saturday night and
formerly
of
Ray.
Dave
o'clock,
PalE
1906,
ham then admitted he had told •
Ails September 1,
confidence in the future zoom 40'
dwelling, civilized countries, either
mortally wounded left her home. She has not been
en, general manager of The Sun,
business are the maimificent crop ducah shot and
Philadelphia. Sept
13.---District Story and declared he had thrown
the
species
or
woman
is
domestic
merging into the
Joppa. Ray was hoard of since. The
who affirms that the above statement
proepeets and the prosperous agricul- John Johnson, of
Attorney Bell said today 'he had the gun out of the oar at Little Cypicking up a precarious living during
Metropolis, daughter or wealthy parents who live
of the circulation of The.Sun 10e the
tural interests." In this day of urban arrested and taken to
found additional evidence of peculiar press, cad that It was plated up by
camping season. They live but
bond, at Sudbury, Canada. and site eloped
without
held
month of August. le0e, is true to the the
activity some may be disposed to where . he is
financial methods pursued by Segal, a section hand. He thinks he will
because they do it° IrrtiCt•
time.
Johnson's
short
a
result
of
to wed Forester eight years ago. Her
awaiting
the
belief.
knowledge
and
P•vmg of his
underrate the importance of the
the promoter involved in the wrecked know the motion hand again if he
night work, and they breed along
parents bitterly opponed her remainPETER PURTEAR,
farmer, but it is a pretty safe hazard wound.
Kipple bank. rive lemma of mort- sees him.
have
pollee
takes
water. Their industry never
Ray is 25 years old and single, ing with Forester. The
Notary Publiuge
that when the agricultural interouts
bonds were made by Segal on
gage
"I shot In self-defense," was the
the form of commercial pursuits
who Is somewhat been asked to aid lasolving the mysMy commission expires January
are prosperous other buienesie condi- and .Johntion,
properties known as the Standard preliminary statement of Graham,
disappearance.
mosquito
was
thing
a
and
the
only
no
her
has
tery of
younger, Is married, but
32, 1908.
tions feel the upward impulse.
Iron and Steel company, the Cham- when seen by a reporter.
ever known to carry was a fever germ,
children. Both men were enosloyed
pion iron and Separator company
"I met Bass on the night of the
The movement of freight is reportthat
American
says
The
Scientific
was
shooting
The
railroad.
on the
HOPE FOR A REPRIEVE.
Daily Thought.
and the American Swedish Crucible+ 21st, the night of the killing and
ed
to
-reach
a
tonnage
never
before
done with a revolver,
"Act your part hut tion't act as only the presence of fish, which eat
Iron company. The first mortgage It was the first time I had seen him
mosquitoes recorded, this telling of the increase
Rat le...mein of Gen. Min May Have
though you were the wholidrama." the eggs, will prevent
for $250,000 was increased by feu; ist„,four years. He had money and so
breeding wherever there is .atagranat lag wealth of the rail and lake carBeen Executed.
BACK TO HICKMAN.
additional bond issues to $5,01X1,0011, did I. having just received my pay.
water, Here's a tip for the board of riers. What is true of the centre1
AN OU NCENIE N TS.
each succeeding issue beLqg made We met at Ninth and Kentucxy ante
west,
and
of
the
territory
especially
13.--Zengutters
Some
of
the
and
Sept.
health.
announce
Petersburg,
St.
The Sun ;s authorized to
Kimbrough ,Is Taken for
without the previous mortgage being took a drink. We bought four pints
immediately
tributary
to
Chicago.
is
aide Konoplianthoyo, tbe girl who.
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irldeager Cottage Owners Near Nike Jacksosi.
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal. operation which caused her death.
city, 20.
dence,
531
street.
North
Fourth
8
W. D. Coley, the popular press
Attack Water Company.
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
C. C. Waggoner, Gras es count%
,
"„
,1 enodern rout enlences !inns - mai- ere- rooms, a1
agent for Barnum & Bailey's circus,
-City subscribers to the Daily
and Addle 'eon Hennee. Graves teemnograpber
wants
reps'
,
tenant
To
geed
desirable
will
position.
Address
was
in
the city this morning.
Nile., Mich.. Sept. 13.---An assoSun who wish the delivery of heir
ty. 21.
glee rear,' lease from October i ApMrs. Ora Adkins will go to Atlanta. ciation of Naas and Chicego, cottage L. care Sun
papers stopped must notify our colFraternity
building.
109
Ake.
at
Pie
Ga.,
WAN
next
fET)--Drug
week
to
visit
clerk,
reg.
or
her
brother,
owners, forming an exclusive tort at
lectors or make their requests direct
BASEBALL NOTIsei.
Mr. Frank Judge.
Barren Lake, have decided to meek a reg. asst., either In Illinois or Ken- of residence. R E. Ashlatexyk
to The Sun office. No attention will
According to the Evansville Courtucky.
Mr.
Jack
Address
Editor
Saunders,
SCHOOL.Evening
NIGHT
Bookkeeping.
Sun
the
Dtant's
of
restratnrng
from
to
the
order
courts
be paid to such orders when given to WheatOpen
Close agency office
ier, Eddie Kolb. who has so successLoulaviele, Is in the prevent the Niles Water Supply comWANTED ff) SILL, 4 teams Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Dec
71%
72%
fully managed the local club for the
city
visiting
$4
Draughon's
•
relatives.
month.
Practical
any
pany
from
more
taking
water
complete,
Fradentist.
6
200
Voris,
J.
V.
mules
-Dr.
and three horses:
May
77
71%
last two years winning the pennant
Mrs. Kirk Harry has returned from from
the lake. Tee waterworks cash or on time. Apply to Jake Flic.1- Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
ternity building. •
Oarn-each
season, will manage the Everitta visit to relatives In Benton
Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
cost $140,000,
@man bro. & Baking Co.
-Our customers are our beet adDec
42%
42%
ville Central league team next yea-.
catalogue.
convince
It
will
'Maws.
you
that
S.
C.
Vaughan
and
F. J.
vertisers. Ask your neighbor, Brad- ONE NICK front room for rent,
May
43%
43%
Kolb could not be seen last evening
Draughon's is the best.
Sabre* are in Livingston county for
ley Bros. Phone 339.
PRESENT *()R %tRM. ROOT.
with all modern conveniences. Genso the Courier's story could not be
a week's sojourn.
1111an
eacursion
THERE
WILL
-Miss Isabel Mohan will resume
tlemen preferred. Inquire 713 KenSept
32%
32%
auhstantiatede-Vincennes Conatner-Mrs. Yoe Miller has gone to Pemto Columbia, Ky.. on tbe steamer
her musk class Monday, September 3.
Mayor of Lima Presents Ref With tucky avenue.
Dec,
32%
32%
cial
broke, Ky., to attend the bedside of
September
Sunday,
4.111 111
Harley
Henry
Address 1005 Trimble street. Old PorkDiamond Brooch.
HOWIE AND LOT for sale- Lot
• sister, who is extremely ill.
16, given by the Herculean club. The
Phone 112-8.
Jan.
12.95 12.03
40:168. four room house, 420 Soutta
Fenton Mitchell, Vincennes' fast
Mrs. Guy Barry and daughter, of
-School books and school book
Lima, Peru, Sept. 13.- The may- 13th Price $500. For particulars see boat wel stop at Cale: where the
shortstop, has been sold to the EvArkaneas, are guests of Mrs. Kirk or of Lima has presented Mrs. Root,
play
Nationele
the
Paducah
will
lists are now ready at R. D. ClemSt.
Dec.
9.24
9.19
Mrs. Lines Ray, 420 South 12th.
ents Co. We can give you the list of
Barry on Clark street.
Louis 404 baseball. club. Prim for ansville club of the Central league
wife of the American secretary ot
9.27
9.22
Jan.
I WAeff- TO SELL cheap twoand with Mattison and McClain. who
Of grades and 1111 them now.
Mimes Katie and Tustin& Althoff state with a beautiful golden broorn
round trip 50 cents.
the
'May
941
5.47
-One load of our coal will make
have gone on a •Islt to New York, mounted with diamonds sad rubies wheel tubber tired pony cart and hot --WANTED. TOI-t:U. S. ARMY - have also been :seed to that club,
Stocksair heating furnace with all pipes
will report at Evansville Monday
you an advertises' for us. Bradley
Baltimore and Washington.
and on ,which is enameled the coat
Able-bodied unmarried men betweea
1.73
1.73
I. C.
ready for setting up. J. A. Rutty.
Vincennes Commercial.
Broe Phone 339.
B. B. Sweeney, of of arms of the city of Lima.
and
Mrs.
'Mr.
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
L. & N.
1,51 /
1
4
1.49%
WANTED-A good 'tomes to live
Grenada, Mies., returned home yee- ------States, of good character and tens1.94%
1.93%
Cokme4.APSiallainated.
In house, only two in family, will pay
Sue, Mr. Itolreryt for ill.N0,000,000.
terclay after • visit to Rev, and Mrs
Jobe Benders.
Perate habits, who can speak, read
Rdg.
1.43%
1.41%
Warsaw, Sept. le.--Oralonel Jakovwhat is right. Apply 335 Sixteenth
Roston, Dent
13.--Judge Sheldon.
T. • J. Newell. parents of Mrs.
died
34
years,
-aged
Jack
Sondem.
write
For
information
Eiglitle
and
St
1.76%
1.79
P.
toff Mee/ of the transfer prison, was
of the aupreme court yesterday de4411
phone
streets.
Old
Madisoa
end
Sweeney.
from
this
at
con,
morning
6 o'clock
apply to Recruiting Office. New KishMao. P.
1.44
98%
shot and instantly killed last evening
nied the motion to vacate the °rater
Mr. C. E. Senninge is home from suespeeen at the home of his remote. 1et7)R HAIR DRESSING, hair switch- mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Penna.
1.4-2
1.42%
while driving in a cab in the city.
which referred to an auditor- the "tut
a trip to louteville.
es,
curls,
puffs
and
hair
--chains,
firstnever
lie
was
street.
1110
-Trimble
Oop,
1 .12%
1.12
The assassin escaped
HIUMBLES' the DPW grocer, hav- of Cadwallader M. diaynsont against
-Mrs, W. F. Paton and daughter. married and had 'worked for the class work. Apply Mrs. S. E. Sprin1.54%
Smel.
1.36
ing bought out A. J. Wintersmith's Henry K. Rogers, of New York and
Mss Sadie, are home from a sojourn Smith & Scott Tobacco company for ger, 826 North Sixth.
*04
Lead.
79
stock and fixtures, invites the public others to recover $3.11,(100.0041 for 31at Petoskey, Wise
year,
in
many years previom to last
BARGE FOR SALE-One pine
57%
C. F. I.
come and visit his place (Moore's leged breach of contract under which
to
David
are
and
Sanders
Mrs.
Mr.
which be had not been able to work. barge. 2410x1414 feet, ftel decked, one
U. S. P.
1.474
1.664
Adams royalties were to be paid on account
old
stand) Seventh
and
home from a, viatt to lesiumbuss O.
He leaves both parents and several year old. Can be seen to the harbor streets. We carry
46
U. S.
46%
a full line of sta- of a secret process rendering petrol• Mrs Elisabeth Austin has return- brothere. The tuners: will take at Metropolis, Hi. Address Fred R.
ple, fancy and green groceries and eum products non-explosive. The
ed home front a severe weeks' tour place tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock Yoneg, Metropolis, Ill.
Local Markets.
solicit your future patronage. Phone contract Is said to have been made
the western states.
of
at the residence
Dressed Chickens-20c to 35e.
waxr/DIY-lestslime,,t collector us your orders and we will treat you by Rogers and his former partner.
Miss Bruce Wearen, of Cairo, 111.,
Eggs-20c .dos.
for merchandise *mounts; good sal- right. Olt phone 363.
C. M. Pratt, with Ben, Greenough.the
tim guest ett Mims Marjorie Bagby
elidshipmen Get Diplomas.
Butter-20c lb
ary and expenees. Address Globe
THE NEW VETERINARY Hospi- inventor. The plaintiff, as negligeee
at her home on Weed Broadway.
Aonapolie. M4.. Sept. I3.---.Secre- company, 723 Cbeetnatt street, PhilIrish Potatoes-Per bu. 70c.
tal, Farley & Fisher, veterinary sir- of the claim. seeks to recover the
Mr. and Mrs. Chris [Jebel left yes- tary of the Navy Bonaparte this
Sweet Potatoes-Per Me !Ore
adelphia, Pa.
Dawson
Springs
for
fb
spend
terday
a
geons
and dentists. Special facilities amount alleged to be duo.
morning delivered to eighty-five midVER seventy thousand
Country Hams- 15r, lb.
WANTED-Active men for "Keyweek.
have
been
provided for in constructing
diplomthe
class
the
Met
of
shipmen
prescriptions have been
Green Sansage-Se.
lees Padlock." New invention. Goad
Killed By Switch Engine.
Mr. Belle (3 Given, of Chicago as which they have earned by a speconr new hos-ital wlych enables us to
Sauaage--10c lb.
entrusted to the care of our
Address
Nashville, Tene., Sept. 13.-While
Heights, is Is Paducah visiting his ial stammer course instead of waiting salary, Payable weekly.
trent all tillsesses of horses and dogs
Country
M.
Lard-11c
prescription department. We
Washington. on to gradaate with their classmates Manneacturer, 793 Chestnut street, in the most modern manner. We have crossing the tracks of the Louisville
sister. Mrs. L, A
Lettuce-15e bunch
Philadelphia. Pa.
are very much gratified by
West Boradwal•
• clean, airy, sanitary end up-to-date nnd Nashville Terminal company this
next February. The graduation exTomatoes-10c gallon.
Mtn Jessie Dell. of the Mayfield ercises were exreeedingla temple end
HOME
A
MODERN
for
sale.
Six
place and one that is compete In every afternoon. Christian W. Fischer, •
this enormous patronage of
Peaches-45c basket.
Hale,
Mae.
of
0,
"inking
T.
road,
I.
bath,
hardwood
rooms,
We invite you to call and in- meat market proprietor, was killed
fnreace
detail.
short.
the most important branch of
Beans-10c. gallon.
Murray.
up-te-date
particuis
every
spect
our
place. Cake and hospital. by a switch engine. The wagon in
wish
to
Roasting Ears-14).c down.
our business and we
:Mr. J. B 'Morris, of Grenada, Miss..
416
premises
lar.
Apply
429
on
North
Third street. Office phone which he was riding Was brokeu tip.
South
Funeral.
Boesea
It
Clinton
Cantaloupes-20 to 40c dos.
assure the people of Paducah
who has been visiting his brother.
•
1345: new, 153: residence, ol.I
The Olive camp, Woodmen of the Fifth street;
Butterimans--14c,
quart
that we are redoubling our
Notioe.
N. M. Morris, of 1033 South Eleventh World, will have charge of the funCelery-40c dozen.
WANTED-Positton as stenbgra- phone 1816.
'All members of Jersey camel -- No.
efforts to give them the best
street, returned home this morning. eral of Mr. J. Clinton Boas and serpber by young lady. Two years' exle ere requested to be present at
Miss Hannah Johnson returned vices will be held at the residence.
possible service.
New Paymaster-General of Navy.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
perience. Recommendation from fortheir
hail tonight to make suitable
she
01Inton,
where
from
morning
this
Seco.Washington,
3
at
tame!,
Sept.13
-634 South Eleventh
Wheat, 65c Q.
mer employer. Adddress "V" care of
had been visiting.
ry Bonaparte announced today that arrangements for the funeral of Soy
o'clock Friday afternoon Burial will The Sun.
Corn, 64c bit.
the president had selected Pay Direc- J. C. Boas.. Wi order Martha Yopp,
Mr. Harry ,Coles, elerk in the Illi- follow at Oak Grove cemetery.
Hay-From jobbers to retail deal.1. E. MOROAN, blacksmitle 409 tor Eustace B. Rogers to be paymas- coattail commander,
ens-Strict grades. Choice Tim • nois Central round 114,11se, has gone
S Third. Old phone 457. Superior ter general
Incorporated
Two Fingers Cut Off.
of the navy. There has
117; No.1 Tim., $16.'i0 No, 2 Tim , to flagging on, the road and Me. Clint
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent been a spirited
Miss Eleanor Tresevent, who Is 111
the
DRUCIOISTS
of
employe
Rogers.
Herbert
an
coolest for this pose
From Gibbs has taken his place
16: clover, none offered.
at Riverside leaspital. Iv improving
Ifs sN$rssuy.lsllPlsssa 111
The Illinois Central pay car will ar Metropolis Bending Works -Soot two for fore Stone side wire tires, the ttnn
country wagons at public quality Mebest rubber Gees Weds..
and will be able to attend to her
dium to very poor, 18 le $17 per ton Ave in Paducatf on September - 18. fingers off his left lased hi a machine
Night Bell at Side Door.
business in a few weeks.
mornium:
this
. to cut saw loge.
mti-TIPAAPPTID
Illiserlhe roe Tbe left
Paymaster Newell has been ill of at the plant
for various mixtures.

98c

LINEN SUITS TO CLOSE OUT

..4.9.k

-Parthei sending in accounts of Social entertainment* will plemie sign
them, as The Sias will not publieh
communicatione rent la that are not
signed-

rbetausellem. Thie tittalloil the csii
a day or two.
'Mea Mettle Armitage, of Buckingham, lit, and Mrs. Anna Mills and
daughter, of Evansville. are the
guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Overetreet, of Clay street.
Mr. George Theobold went to
•
Springs today for his health.
Mr. Allan Jorgenson, of the Illinois Central dispatching force at Fulton, is visiting in the city today
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HELD AS SLAYS
ARE FARM HANDS
According to stories Related
In Court.
smiths Drained •20.0(sti .aerees
Laud and Slade it Mesa Productive in Missouri.

NAM l'N111:it

()U A ItI)M

P. BAT/IING SUIT.
Was NOM allable 'Williams, the ha
--a
away Graft Witness.
pittstearg. Pa. Sept. 13.—Love
for bathing aid aquatics led to the
capture of Mabel Williams, the longhunted, witness in the case against
Select Cottncilman Edward J. Edwards, which was postponed in the
county courts last spring after the
Williams woman, who was the prin.
elpal witness, had disappeared. After patrolltng the Monongaehla and
Ohio rivers in a steam launch for
weeks detectives found the womas
bathing In the Ohio river of Three
Slaters Island. She and three companions, who were camping on the
island, showed fight when the detectives attempted to make the arrest,
but the flash of revolvers took all the
bravery out of the woman's companions and else was lodged
in the
Wheeling jail. She has retained an
attorney and will fight extradition

PLACE FOR YERKES
IN THE DISTRICT'

WEDDING AND INVITATION

STATION ER 1'

May Get on The Conti id Appeals Bench.

THitesUGH

etrirom

RATE

Washington, Sept. 13.— It is reCape Girardeau, Mo., Sept. 13.—
ported here that John W. Yorkers
Charges of gross brutality toward
ennuis:Wooer of internal
revenue,
Min and women held In practical
may be appointed Judge of the disslavery on the great Smith plantatrict court of appeals, a vacancy on
tion near Sikeston were related tothat bench havtag been created by
day by witnesses in the trial of the
MUN1CLPAL HANDS STRIKE,
the retirement of Judge Duell, of
owners of the place and their assistNew York There are a number of
the
United
ants, which was begun in
Eneployee of Berlin
City
Want cendidatee for the place.
States district court. Judge Pollock
Hilther Wages.
of Kansas presiding.
witnesses -came
Three hundred
For Uniform System
Berlin, Sept. 11.---That municipal
from the !kW/tint* to testify, but onWashington, Sept. 13.-- Discussownership is not altogeeher a bed of
ing the probable method of proceed
ly three were heard today. They wars
roses is proved by the ttreateaed acEwer Nichols, Jim Hayes and John
ing under the new railroad rate law,
tion
of Serlio's huge army et city
Interstate Commerce. Commissioner
Reid, all colored. They told how
employes, who are conalderine a genthey had been e•mployeti in MempCockrell said today that the first efwages
strike
in
for
Ochigher
eral
phis, Tenn., by Charles M. Smith,
fort of the commission would be to
tober. Only the employes of the wasecure the adoption by the various
Jr., and when hoeight to the pianoster. gas and sewerage departments
tioa were imprisoned in a cabin.
railroads of a uniform system of Conpresent,
are Involved at
but the street
Hayes is blind. He tea:Itied that
ducting their business. He then outoperatives, the emploSles of
au eye Was knocked on by a fore- ralleay
lined the plans of the commission to
the electric lighting plants and the
man w11.-11 tie attempted to resist a
be to secure: First, a uniform syswhipping ii.. ng administered for at- workers on the great sewage farms tem of accounting by the railroads,
numbering altogether more than 15,second. a uniform system of classifileSed insubordination.
oiro men, may etentuelly join in the
field told of seeing negroes snorecation of freight
throughout the
If expectations are realed, down and brutally
kicked by movement
United States: third, a
uniform
recfirst
ease
will
on
be
the
ised,
it
guard,. often without the slightest
schedule of rates, fares and charges.
provocatiun. The food given them ord in Berlin of a general strike fourth, the performance
by
the
The
municipal workers.
was insufacieut he laid, and of tbe among
roads of the entire transportation
movement is bong, pushed by Socialpoorest qual;', and frequently the
sery.ce from the place where freight
men were compelled to go into the ist agitators, who ate anxious to en- is received to the point of destineemployes
under
city's
all
of
the
lielde when till... did not nave me roll
alma Mr. Cockrell also said that the
strength to du rh• work they were the red Dancer.
railroads are manifesting a dispoalrailed upon to perform..
Hon to aid the commission in the etre
PRESIDENT AIDS INDIAN GIRL forcement of the
Herded In Filthy Cabtn.
law.
In the eaten in which Reid was
confined, he said there were twenty Life sentence of Miss for Firing a
To Except Through Rate.
Schoolhoom. Commuted.
negro nom and Iwo women. They
Washington. Sept. 13.— The inslept On mattresses stretched on the
teretate commerce commission today
Milwaukee. Sept.
13.— Lizzie
floor Theo. were foul and not fit for
heard arguments regarding the pe- •
-the use of human beings. Instead of Cardiah. the 16-year-old Indian girl titions from various cotton-carrying
and sentenced to imprisonment for life, roads for authority to change rates
being Paid the SliSto a day
rarely
ever
got
any mon- has had her sentence commuted by on export cotton upon less has 30
keep, the
ey, he declared. It being kept back President Roosevelt to imprisonment days' notice. It was the first tin ,
on the plea that it was to reimburse In some indastrial sehool until she that the full commission
had sat
the Smiths for mimeo' expended In is 21 years of age. lases and a com- since the membership Was Increased.
Stringing them to the
place. The panion were arrested for tiring a
--guards alweva .were heavily armed, schoolhouse ota the Keshena reserveInspectlose of Goghs.
the
Liaaie
crime
admitted
and
tam.
be continued. end had the negroes
Waebington, It C., Sept. 13.—NaSO 'rowed that • was rpe that
one under the antiquated laws It was the Lona/ lospectiou and grading of
grain
Quarles
to
eentence
Judge
duty
of
mauld be found - with sufficient cow.,
is likely to be the next step of the
her to life Imprisonment and she was
age to attempt to escape.
federal government in Its general teeThe Smiths own 20,000 acres or taken to the penitentrary at leasing, deney toward
paternalism. .The
the
commutapetition
for
Kan.
A
More in southeast Missouri,
near
wheat prodsicerre remoriations through.
Sikeston. A few year.. ago it was tion of her sentence was 'prepared out the country hope toseeure an inswamp. and of small value. Tbey Immediately and signed by Judge
spection law from congress at the
have drained the property and it has Qu•ries and other government oat- next seesaw
Through these organheavy black soil, as flue as any to
ization*
prospective
members of
the ••ountry.
congress are now being pledged to
DISPENSARY • CANDIDATE
For the. proper cultivation of this
support the legislation,
land they needed a large force of
If the dealers of grain get whet
For Governor of !Mirth Carolina Demen, and this spring. according to
they are asking for the inspection
feated In Primary.
the charges made, they employed 4!
law s•I:i he patterned after the m•-at
negr•ws, four of theta women, from
Columbia. S. C , Sept 13.— The inspection act.
Memphis and Cairo. Three months
second Democratic primary, ta which
later ahe Smiths were arrested,
In these days of rush and burry
the eandidates silted from the ft
charged witu holding the negroes
primary In this elate made the fine courtesy is often forgotten. In the
in a state of slavery.
ad, pell mell rush of our life little
race, was betel today
At midnight
things are done to offend that we
rho votes are well io sod Marvin
CROOKS AND LIARS.
Ansel, local otitionIst has defeated rather remained undone. A hastily
Richard Irvine Manning, di•peneary eaten meal and Its resultant headAre Boys Wive Freely irefully, In the candidate for governor
Ansel re- ache may cause us social or financial
I'm.. of(
'
,gavelt
ceived 38.1 Tit votes and Manning 77.- loss The who, man or woman is the
Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 13.—In 901 votes. J. Eraser Lyon. who coo- one who relieves little ills of this
an address before the International darted the investigations in the dis- sort by a little dose of Kodol for
Homeopathic congress today. Prof. pensary corruption case., was elected Dyspepsia. It digests abet you eat
Charles Mohr of Hahnomanne Med- attorney by a vote of 38,406, his op- Sold by Lapg Bros.
kal college, of Philadelphia, took ponent, J. W. Ragadoli, remeiving
E. L. Foster Nominated.
for his suisteit the effete of tobacco $26.321. J. M. Sullivan was elected
Democrats of t6e Second Tegneson the human Jo 4t.•rts. He raid that to the railroad commission. defeating
see district in convention at KnoxIt had been proven that thFlree Use the incumbent. J. II Wharton.
ville nominated R. L. Foster for conof cigarettes by boys had a tendency
gress.
JOINT MEETING
to make thieves and liars out of
them. Re also declared that a great
When two strong men game to
coasser Society and Academy of
majority of boys brought before the
blows, even if they are weil-matched,
Medkdise.
Juvenile court were liberal users of
it is not a pleasing sight, but 4? the
tobserer.111
At the monthly meeting of the man who gets the worst of it will
McCracken County Medical society Use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, he
jeiterday at Wallace park, the will look better aid feel better in
'iL •
amendment to the constitution to short order. Be sure you get DeWitt's. Good for everything a salve
have, weekly instead
of
monthly
meetings, was carried. The society Is used for, including piles. Sold by
will meet every Tuesday evening. Lang Brox.

TO COLORADO

It is sate to say no other essential associated
with social customs'is judged by ;nose ezsct•
ins standard of pei tection than are the engraved
forms of Wedding Invitations and announcements,
Authoritative Information as to correct usage,
and absolutely faultless workmanship, give to
the productions of our Stationery and Hngraving Section the recognized stamp of unqualified
approval.
Our work it ablolutely the peer of any of the
fatuous house of the country, while our pricts
are considerably lower.
Spend your money at home.

National luispeeteo a Garin 3.. Next
Officer Urged to Supervbse
tivenseurree.

FOR

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND
Very low round trip rates all smuctor. Special
reduction September 3 to 14 reclusive. Oat way
"Colenist" ticketv will be on sale Stplcalber 15 to Oztuber 31.

TO CALIFORNIA

TO HOT SPRMS, AIL

OK Island
c;ctr.1

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter supply of

You will be comfortably
situated, too, this winter if
you let us fill your coal house.
Our coal -is-as good as money
can buy. We can furnish you
nice bundled kindling, too,
right along with your coal.
Order now.
Both Phones 203

Will Mile' Ecuador.
In view of the e.istenee of yellow
fewer at Oneyaqttil +4 Is probable
that Secretary Root, who was (mewled there on the Anverkan cruiser Charleston, will go direct from
Callao to Panama, not stopping Or
Ecuador.

Johnston.Denker
Coal Co.

DeWitt's Little Early
Risers.
Pleasant little pills that do not gripe
or sicken Sold by Lang Bros.
.s

all

P. S. WEEVER,

GEO. H. LEE,

Tray. Pass. Art.,
Gen, Paw Art.,
Nashville., Tenn.
Little Rock, Ark.

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
I with the bosom st.e :hed only in spots and with st irch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom.?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.

-COA L-

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

W. F. P•xTos,
President.

P. PIIRIMAII,
Abstinent Cashiee

3. itAID1r.
a.bter

Citizen's Savings .Banh
Ube

LENOX HOTEL
INA LO
ElfF
M

J• rn

Highest Cs r s

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every kw minutes between Hotel, Dcputs.
Wharvrs rod through Seams District.
oh.
..R."

-Rao,

d

.....
Capital ..... .
stray.
Stock holders liability

$100,000
50,000
100,000

Total security to depositors.

$250,000

Accounts of individuals and firms sclicite.i. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time

Deposits

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock

EUROPEAN PLAN
sago per *sr sad sp.
-

Third and Broadway

GEoleGk. DIJCKSCHERLR
Pror•rtof

FIREPROOF THROuramOuT

entuckl $tatelair. I

TO LET
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

Magnificent Exhibits and Other Attractions. '

.. I-0 W

Good for the cough. reMoves the
cold, the cause of the cough. That's
the work o
Kennedy's Lowly@
Honey and tar
the original laxative cough syrup. Contains tio opiates. Sold by Lang Bros.

trip rates

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

TROTTING AND RUNNING RACES DAILY.

COAL
COMFORT

round

The Sun, Both Phones 358

$251•000 IANNVIWF4411VT,
RAILROAD

RATES..

WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Qat plying rent Let us build the house; you pay for it as Ortt
VaestoUrots in all pots ot .h: city. Nice la's on the
pay rent
pr po*.d err rat:radon ors B end ';cv union depot and on Allen
streets 1itu $30 to $.35c1 each. Bo/ now On installment plan
while cheap This is the highest ground in the city. Property
is advancing rapidly.

McCracken Real Estate 0 Mortgage Co.

SOAPS SOAPS SOAPS

Very low
sufil

Illustrated Booklets and Full Inlormttion Regarding Rates, Routes, Etc., on RequL!st.

F.

Next Tuesday the McCracken County Medical society will meet with the
Academy of Medicine at the Carnegie library. Dr. Della Caldwell who
hart lectured before the academy before, will lecture before both organisations, her subject being. Hysterertoly.

Very low round trip rates all stemma. Special
reduction* September 23 to 29 inclusive.

1.111rard tl. Sittneferes, isr WM. sit-id Mar. Phones 7tyPi.

WE MUST HAVE

Fans! Fans!
CEILING AND BUZZ FANS
-

—Sec Us For .

_

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated
121423 N. Vcsurth

Phonon 787

#1.6111/11M11.1111111=MMINIIIBINIM91111

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

(Dauber's Stable.

Our line is large. We
have all kinds. You
can find the kind of
Soap you want at

We are ready for all Kinds of hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

ilEALTH AND
,./isit4. VITALITY

SIIITII & NAGEL'S
Drug Store
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YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question 15:
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing; Heating, Gas

Fitting

132 South 1-4ourth
32$ Kiarstucky Avo.
13,th Phioruisis 201
111111111111111•111111111K

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news
while it is news.
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6he Bath Comedy
By AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE
Authors of "The Pride of Jeonico"
COPYRIGHT.

1000.

BY

IkGERTON

CASTLE

. I
"Well, what must be, must be," said
Stafford philosophically, and sat across
a chair. "And a good light Is a' good
fight all the world over. Ha, that Was
a,luage! O'Hara wields.a pretty blade,
but there is danger in Jasper's eye. I
vow I won't have the teeth boy killed.
Ha!" It, sprang to his feet again and
brandished the chair, ready to Interpose between the two at the critical
moment.
O'llstra was as buoysitt as a cork.
He skipped backward atel forward
from one side to another in sheer enjoyment of the contest. But Sir Jasper
tinnily moved from his first poseitIon
except tor oue or two vicious lunges.
Stafford bad deemed to see danger in
his eye. There was mole than dangerthere was murder! Ttfr injured busbend was detennitied to slay, and
bided hie tem for the fatal thrustetbe
wiele O'Hara attacked out of sheer
lightness, of heart.
Now his blade
grevel Sir Jasper's thigh. Once be
gave hint a flicking prick on the wrist
an that the blood ran down his fingers.
"Stop, :stop:" cried Stafford. running
In with les chair. "Sir Jasper's hit!"
"No,dash you!" cried lair Jasper. And
cilek, clank. elicit, it went again with
the pant of the "hemming breath and
the thud of Ise leaping feet. Sir Jasper
hinged a third timeot011ara waved Ids
stood viinlesely, lea on one knee and
e
rolloi over.

&

•

•

1
_
cleau forget about Spelt-err
He was with difficulty restrained by
Stafford, who, having a stronger head.
Was somewhat the soberer, with the
help of the servants who DOW appeared,
from setting forth to repair his ueg11genes. By a tactful mixture of persuasion and fort's the wounded gentleman was at leneeth conducted to bed,
sleepily murmuring:
"Won't do at all-most remiss affair of honor-- never put off!" until
sleep overtook hint, which was before
his heed touched the pillow.
Meanwhile Sir Jasper eat, with guttering coulees all around him, in the
recesses of an armchair, his legs extended straight, Ills bandaged whet
stuffed lute his Isosouto his head suek
upon his chest, his spurious flash of
gayety now all lost in a idepth of
chaotic gloom. Dawn found him thus.
At Its first cold rays he rose sobered.
and could not have said whether the
sight had passed in waking anguish
or In hideous nightmare. He looked
round on the (-heelless acetic, the
blood stained linen, the empty a
glasses with their sickening reek, Ilse
smoking candles, the disordered room
TbeeM'he shuddered and sought "I.•
haven of his dressing room and the r •
Set of an hour's sleep with it wet towc.
tied round his throbbing bead.

IlleStn, the arocolate a all over the
bed:"
"Oh, get out of that, you IMO
wench," cried Mistretta Bellaire. "Let
me rise! There is not a memeut to
lose. And where Is Sir Jasper supposted to tight my Lord Vernea"? (Give
we my silk stockings, useless thing
that you are
I don't believe a word
of y.ittr MO17. How dare you come and
tell use such a pack of uousutuste? But
wlscre are they supposed to tight? Of
courses you nowt bare heard the hour?"
Site was pulling ?Ilk stockings over her
little Hotbed toot and up her little
plump leg as feet as her tremisii
Lauds would obey her.
"tido not know where, ma'am," said
the maid denaurely, "but die colonel its
to meet SIr .Insper it. Hatinnees fields
at LIOJU, V1 I StIllipme in Lord VerOOy
mut he alit be fighting about this thee."
"Oh. hold your Velem." cried her
mistress: --you're enough to drtve one
mad with your quacking!"
Not n dab of rouge Old the widow
find erne to spread open pale cheeks,
net it dust of powder upon a black
•
The pretty morning hood was
den wn round a very different face from
that which it usually stoolssi, but who
.!ail say that Kitty, die woman, runtithe breathiest through the empty
ttreets, with the early breeze pi/lying
oith her loose hair, was uot as fair in
her complete self abandonment as the
tattitionable lady, powdered, Related.
'oohed and laced, known under the
name of Mister/se Bellaire? Her small
feet hammered Impatiently along; her
skirts fluet•red as she went. She would
not wait for a coach; a chair would
bate 'wilt her crazy.
At the turning of the crescent another
fluttering womanis figure, stis0 hooded,
also cloaked, also advancing with the
haste that despises appearanees, passed
her with a patter and a flab. They
crossed, then, moved by the same Impulse, lathed with dawning recognition.
"Mistress
Bellaire" cried
Lady
Ststudieles flutelike voice.
"Julia Standish:" screamed Mistress
Ftellaira. They turned arid caught at
each other with clinging halide.
"Oh beavene," said Mistress Bellaire,
"Is what I neer true? Is that devil Sir
Jasper going to fight Lord Verney this
nionting? Why, Vensey's but a eland.
rank murder. You wicked woman,
see what you have (loner
"Alt. Mistress Rebell-sr." cried Julia,
and pressed her side, "my heart is
broken."
"Rut what has happened, woman?
What has happened?" cried Kitty, and
shook the plaintive Julia with a fierce
hand
--s
"Sir Jasper will not see me.- sobbed
Julia. "but I have found out that be Is

CHAPTER VT!.
"Ileit7' yelleti Sutton!. It was too
!STRESS BELLAIRS a-as tip
late Sir Jasper stood staring at his
betimes. In truth, she had
red Mode.
slept III, which was a strange
"Yeu hove killed bite' cried SULU
experieace for her. Blot her
.a.
ford, turning furiously on het friend. thirty-nes-en lovers had never had the
and nets desen on his knees and bad power to wring from her--a tear and a
caught the wounded man in his arms eleeplees night- this had abs given to
the next second.
the one !eau who loved her uot
-Devil a Mt." said O'Hers. me "nigShe was tortured with anxiety coneled in the other's grasp too vigorously cerning the danger which her caprice
moribund,
found
his
feet
Indeed for a
"tor, as site put it, Lade Standielett in
In a jiffy and stood laughing with a conceivable fooleshnespo might have
wee. face end looking down at his brought upon Lord Verney. At daydrlepteg
e"Tis but the 'sudden break she rang for tar maid and with
coil feel of the steel, man: Snre I'm all the 8 o'clock chocolate demands.(' to
right, and ready to begin again: 'TIS he posted with all the news of the
bet a rip in the ribs. for I can breathe town. She was of those who ISSIges4
as right as ever." Ile puffed noisily as the talent of making themselves served
he seelo to peive his two-ilss, slapped The chocolate wait to the full as per
his chest, then turned giddily and fell funnel and creamy as seer, stet MISS
Into a chair. Stafford tore open the Lydia was bureting with
tidings of
shirt. It wee as O'Hara had said, the Importance as she stood by her lady's
wound was an ugly surface rip, more
couch. "Well. Lydia, well?" cried her
oninicanalld than, da estrous.
mistress sharply.
"Let us have soother hoot." said
"Oh, Ind. ma'am the whole town's
O'Hara.
ringing with it! My Lady Standish line
"No, no." mei Stafford.
been found out. There; I for one never
"No, ate" said 81r Jeeper, adraocing
trust those solemn prudes that ever
and steadkig been his adraessu7.
keep their eyes turned res or east Mews
"No, MT. Oftiars. you may have done
and their mouths pursed like cherries.
one
Injury
that
can
do
me the ertatest
'You would not be so proper it there
another, bat, sir, you have fought like
was Dot a reason for It,' I always
a gentleman."
think.
"Alt" whispered (Mare to Stafford,
"Lydia." saki Mintreas Bellaire. "do
who still examined the wound with a
knowing wanner. "tie erased eutoleelY not be a toot Go on. What has Lady
Standish been found out in. pray?"
be is, the poor, dear feilow."
"Oh, ma'am," said 'Lydia. "It ain't
"Not erased." saM Stafford, rising,
-or, if so, only through }tideway Jas- hard to guess. 'The what a woman's
per, let us have Nome wine for Mr. always found out In, t suppose. Hut,
- O'Hara. ind one of your *mien with Luil, the shamelessness of it. I bear,
water and bandages. A little selekieg ma'am"--she came closer to her misplaster will set this business to rights. tress and bent to whisper, almost
Thank God that I have not seen mur- trembling 'situ the jey of being talebearer to such purpeee -"I bear Sir
der tonight:"
"One moment, Stafford," said Jasper, Jasper found I'Monet Villiers there
"one moment. sir. Let us clear this yesterday afternoon. Ob, ma'am, sub
matter. Am I not right. Mr. O'Hara, goings On!"
"Pshaw:" said Mistress Kitty.
to believing you to have written a let"Well. they're going to fight, anyter to my wife?"
"Is It me" cried O'Hara in the most bow," cried the izirl. "and Sir Jasper
tore Of the colonel's wig And beet him
Ettnelese aetonishmeet
"He thinks you are her lover." whet. about the (see with it, ma'am, and the
pered Stafford In his ear. "Zooks. I colonel's leen like a madman ever
can laugh again now, He knows she since, and he vows he will shoot hint
has got a red hairei lover and says this mornIng.'•
Mattress Bellaire gave a sigh of re'be will kill every red haired man In
lief.
`
Roth."
"Let them shoot earl) other." said she,
"Sure, I have never laid eyes) on
Lady Standish." said O'Hara tp Sir stoking lock on her pillows and
Jasper, "If thet Is all you want. Sure. stirring her chocolate calmly. "I do
I'd have been proud to be her lover if not find the world any better for either
I'd only bad the bettor of her acquaint- of them."
"But that Is not all. ma'am, for poor
BMW"Mr. O'Hara," said Sir Jasper. "will Pie JaMer, no sooner had be thrashed
the colonel, than he ftrictr- Mr. Denis
yon *helm heeds with mer
-or lh all the pleasure in 10107 cried 011era behind the curtains."
"Dente O'Hare:- exclaimed Mistress
the genial Irishman. "Faith, 'tie greet
Mende we will be. but PerhesPe ye had Bellaire, sitting up in innate. "You're
better not Introjaiee meTO verlasiy. for raving!"
"No, ma'am. for I have It from Mr.
I'm not to be trusted where the dear
feHara'a own man. - AnO son not he
creatures are cotton-nett. and so
and Sir Jasper fight it oht then and
best to tell you at the outset."
The opponepts now shook liande there, and was not Mr. O'Hare (tarried
with stone feeling on either site, 'The home wounded by the watch?"
"Mercy on Ile!". exelnimed the lady,
wound was attended to, and several
"And that is not all, inft'atto" said
bottles of wine were thereafter crackthe maid.
ed In great good fellowship.
"You frighten me, (shad."
"There is nothing like Canary." vow"There Is Captain Spicer, too, whom
ed O'Hara, "for the power of healing."
you can't a-bear. and Lord O'erney."
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
"Lord Verney!" (tried Mistreat Kitty.
It was past midnight when, on the
"Aye, ma'am; he and Sir - Jasper Are
arm of Mr. Stafford, Denis O'Hara set
going to fight this Morning, Sir Josout to return to his own lodgings.
,
per's going to fight them all; but Lord
The streets were empty and the night
Verney Is to be the dirge for Str Jasdark, and they had matte grave conper found hint kissing ',mkt Standish
eultatitsna at the street corners as to
yesterday at noon; the others were
which way to pursue. If they reeled
later on. So it's tug lord -comet' test,
6 little as they weut, if they marched
you see, ma'am"
round King's (Irene, and ronnd *Stein
"La, kirl," cried elistreas Relish's
More than once, and shOweit a (Hemelwith a scream, and upset her chocolate,
lion to traverse Gay street from 'Ode
"going to fight this morning? 'Tis not
to aide oftener than was rosily retrue!" Her pretty face turned as
gulled- by their itinerary, It was not. as
white as chalk under its Ince frills.
O'Hara meld. beeatose ()folio, Canary,
"Yea, neVam," Installed the maid,
but all In the way of "dIvarelon."
gabhilng as hard as she ?Mild. "Yes,
"Sir Jasper's a jolly good fellow,"
neentst first there's Lord Verney. Sir
said Lord Kileroney's heir as he
Jasper, they say, behaved so oddly to
propped himself against his own doorCaptain Spicer, who brought the first
post and waggled the knocker with
Challenge, that Lord Verney sent antipsy gravity. "And so are you," Aid
other by a Chairman this Morning.
be to Stafford. "I like ye both." HMO
And then(-010001 Villiers. Of Course. all
be suddenly showed a disposition to
Mr. Mahoney *Sem (that's Mr. O'Hare:*
but
iltia
Stafford's
rook,
fall upon
aud
.aan, ma'am!: Sir Jaime- is safe to
siettly molested himself, stiffened hilt
kill hoed '.they, mut Colonel Vetter*
swaying limb* and titeruek Isle forehead
- reouste--to-1041.-Ste-dasper...- ditiLle,thewith it SUM& 'Sloth df Satiety. 'Then1. veousi. tio-trot.1411. Sir hither,. thin. SU'.
der end 'otate." Said he. "If I did not
i Oloseer - wee 5,eit Oaotelis Ulcer: Z.

-In what I Ise/tr tenet"
to tm.et tny Lori Verney In an hoer in
Ile ttertek tneasluw
llsere hare -been
-war']
tneseneses going backward nod fat
since early dawn. Oh, hertven, have
pity on rts:"
"Wecre -are you going?" cried Kitty,
anti shook her once mere.
"I was sling t Lord Verney to plead
for tiny busload's life." saki Lady
Stemiltib. awl the tenet streamed down
her (nee like the storm rein upon lily
flowers.
"The lotted keep you,' ''tied Mistress
liellairS, with lectiuce too deed for anger. "I -believe yea are U3 better there
an idiot!**
The most heroic resolves; are often
the work of A tseCond! "Now go back
bow again, you silly thlug," sold Kitty. "'Tie 1-yes. Lady Standish, you
do not deserve it of use-bet I will sac
Mien Myself! I will'preeent this deed
Losel go to lily Lord Verney:O__
-Yoe." said Jelin, and wondered, and
but half understood the meaning of the
wools,
_
"Go home! Go home!" mid Mistress
Kitty. "And I tell eau that If 1 do not
make Lord Verney fall at the meeting
tny name Is not Kitty Bellaire!"
Lady Standish hesitated and meekly
bowed her head, turned and began to
retrace her steps, her slim figure bending anti swaying as if the fresh morning wind were too stern for her.
Mistress Bellaire looked at her watch.
"Did she say an hour?" murmured
she to herself. "Then, ten minutes before the looking glass and ten minutest
to get to my lord's lodgings and I will
find him about to shirt. 'Tim his first
affair of heifer, poor boy, and he et
sure to be AI Mirly at it as a coutitty
cousin to a dinner party."
TOP Sun broke out from a cloudy sky
and Mistress Bellaire shook herself and
felt her spirits rise. A dimple peeped
In either cheek.
"After all." said she as she tripped
along, and the dimples deepened as the
Smile broadened. "who knows? 'Ti,,
an Ill wind that blows nobody geed."
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
My Lady Standish retnrned borne.
The torrents stared at her eurintogy as
she creased the hall. Mistress 'resorted,
the housekeeper, passed her with pnreed
lips. Her own maid, she knew, wits (IIP.
Solved In tears and plunged in Dr.
Peelers digeourees &Relive freelity.
White as new fallen Mow was her eoewienee, nevertheless she felt hermit
smirched la the eyes of all teem pets-4094)
TATY3'.'F*4111..t.l°441
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Theatrical Xetes

Fall Cernival All Week,
Horne Show Octotwr I lo 5.
KENTUCKY,
Htswe's Pieturess Monday night.
Mahara's Minstrels Thursday night
Rome Stahl Triumphs,
under the manageRose Stahl
ment of Henry B. Hari is, made her
New York debut as a star at the Savoy theater, New York, September 1,
in James Forbes' four-act play "The
Chorus Lady'," scoring an ihunediate
hit.
Here is what itorne of the New
York papers said:
"Mies Stahl's poor/oat is as luminous as Mr. Mansfield's Chevrial.
Mrs. Carter's Zaza, or Mr. Warfleld's
Music Miuster." - Evening Mail.
"A great success." - New York
Herald.
"A wonderful creation.--Evening
Globe.
"Held audience, breathless until
the curtain fell."--Morning World.

PORTO RICAN TRADE
H te INCREASED HUNDRED PER
CENT SINCE 1/004.

Million Dollar* Worth
BUSiUta•4 Both Ways Wills
l'stited States.

of

Exports from Porto Rico in the
Metal year just ended were practically twice as great in value as In
any year under Spanish rule awl
about 25 per cent greater than la
any previous aear under American
rule. The total value of the merchandise sent out of the Islaad in
the fiscal year 1906 was twenty-three
and a quarter million dollars, attains,
eighteen and three quarter millions
In the immediately preceding yea o
year under Spanish rule was twee-,
and three-quarter millione, or practically one-half of the figures of tit!
fiscal year 1906.
This statement, by who's It ts Possible to accurately compare the value of exports in 19106 with that at
earlier years, Is the result of an
analysis of the earlier rammer made by the bureau of statistics to
the department of commerce and label, In which analysis the official
to
figures of exports front 1880
1899 are reduced to a gold basis.
This increase of practically Int`
per cent in the value of merchamtlee
shipped out of the island as cotepared with the best years under the
Spanish rule, occurs chiefly in sugar
and manufacturers of tobacco. The
quantity of sneer sent out of the 'bland in the present year will probably exceed 200 thousand ons The
reach-d
value of sugar exported
in 1906 a little more than foulteea
Millions.

RiVER XIWS
River Stages.
Carer
17.11
8.0
Chattanooga ...,
Cincinnati
.10.0
Evansville
9.4
Florence
Johnsonville
9.6
Louisville
4.7
Mt. Carmel
1.7
Nashville
12.6
Pittsburg
6.2
Davis Island Dam
3.0
St. Louis
9.2
Mt. Vernon
8.7
Paducah
10.7

0.2
0.8
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.4

rise
fall
fall
rise
rise
rint'

fall
St'd
0.2 rise
0.2 fall
0.1 rise
0.1 rise
/Rid
0.3 nee

The river rose 0.3 feet in the last
24 hours, the gauge registering a
stage of 10.7 this morning. Movements of boats were few and business at the wharf was dull. Rainfall
.46 inches,
In loading a cow on the Dick Fowler this mottling, the brute in the
animal and the brute in man beeame
indistinguishable. The cow became
possessed with the idea that she
ought not to go on tee. boat, and it
Howion Moving Pictures.
took seven roosters and the mate to
One of the most
distinguishing
remove that idea by main force. The
features of Leman H. Hewe
'
‘ Si:Mubattle raged furiously with the adter moving pictures which will be
vantage first on one side, then on
seen at the Kentucky on Monday,
the other. The offense attacked on
September 17, Is their comprehenboth flanks, In tht front and rear.
siveness. Mr. Howe does not confine
The defense stubbornly contested evhimself to any one class of pictures.
ery inch, finally lying Immovably on
His scope is world-wide and he gaththe wharfboat floor. Tail-twisting,
ers his scenes from :he uttermost
nose-beating side-punching, all failparts of the globe and depicts incied to dislodge the enemy' from her
dents of the mighty ones of the
position. The offense quickly conworld In a way that impresses all in.
centrating all forces on the front.
Jelibly on the mind of everyone.
with one supreme effort dragged her
into the boat.
FMEMEN CAN'T STAND NOISE.
The Henry Harley was let into
the river today off the ways. Th..
I 'oat cut iosi lii gewilssis hi lilwaukee
are only a few repairs yet to o
May Go Moen here.
made. Every boat of the Itymen line
bet tee Electra bare bees put la
Milwaukee. Sept. 13. Too much
The value of (liters and cigars'!"' first-class condition this summer aril
-wise may came the oonventeen of lo- sent out of the Island, reached in
the Electra' probably will come here
-omotive firemen to adjourn to some the fiscal year 1906 three millioo JO:for repairs in November.
other city, where the delegates can lam.
The Dick Fowler had an indifferat least hear themselves talk. The
The total value of the coffee ship ent trip to Cairo this morning and
convention has been holding its seaped out of the Island in the fiscal will return tonight at R o'clock.
stone ia the public service
year just ended about three and a
The City of Terre Haute left Oft
erected at • cost of $1,400/1.104) by hell' million dollars.
the reenter trip to Dacusburg this
the MI:waukee ,Electric Railway and
Of the twenty-three' and a qua 1(1 morning.
Lighting company.
Million dollars' worth of rnerchaa
The Kentucky will arrive out of
The first floor of the building is disc rent out of the island In the AM
the Tennessee river tonight and lie
used to store cars so they will be cal year 1906, 19 million dollars'
over till Saturday
bandy. Just across it narrow road- worih was sent to the United States.
%The Inverness will leave this evwaY ia the Union depot Wth trate' one and a half million dollars.' worth ening or tomorrow morning for the
irriving and departing at brief Inter- to Cubs, three-fourtIn or e million
Tennessee river after ties.
ale. Street ears constsatly molls the to Spain.
The John HopkIns was the Erloot-, adding to the der. The weather
million
dollars' anivIlle packet today
The nineteen
las been so hot that* was Impasse worth of merchandise Sent from
The Rut-sell Lord will arrive In
go to cloae the Waldo's and the Porto Rim to the United States :A
St, Louis Saturday and come here
speakers could not ise- foxed. After made up chiefly of sugar, a ilttla
early next week to go up the Ten'rying in vale this otos-arise to 'Teak over fourteen million dollars' worth, nessee river after
ties.
•
agate* Hee combined noises the eon- cigars and cigarettes three million
More barges are being pulled out
yention adjourned In disgust.
dollars' worth, fruits a loaf million, on the ways today for repairs.
unmanufactured tobacco a half mIt
The City of Saltillo probably win
TO SHIELD HUSBAND.
lion, the remainder betng male rip leave St. Louie Friday evening for
chiefly of molasses, sea-tsland cot- the Tennessee river, arriving here
WOM/111 Who Was Fatally Wounded
ton, hides and skins, menufactuees Saturday night.
Says She Fell Dowastains.
of straw and palm leaf, and coffee.
As Evansville dispatch of Taco
---- The imports of the island hay,. da) sat it: John W Pierce one of the
Memphis. Tenn.. Sept. 13
A also grown In proportion to
the best known pilots on the Ohio sad
special to the News-Scimitar from value of theitexports, and amounted
Mississippi, died to a Imal hospita.
Natchez, Miss, sayt Abraham Gold- in the fiscal year 1906 to a little lobe
today. aged 48 years. He had been
stein and his wife, Jennie Goldstein, than
twenty-Iwo
million dollars, on the Sprague and many of the
eneagell in a difficulty at their home against an annual avertge of about other big towboats.
on Franklin street last night, when twelve and a half millions tom. r
Th• twelfth annual rail issued
the former, it le alleged, stabbed the Spanish title
from the office of J. T. Ellison, of
latter with a Jack-knife. This morndollars' Cincinnati, Ohio and signed by Presnineteen
million
The
ing the woman died of internal hem- worth of merchandise brought from
ident Vance of the 0 V. I. A.. Inorrhage, thought to have been caus- the t7nited States ineltided rice torte
vites the members of the Ohlo Valed by the wound The husbaod Is and role-third million dollars, fro.,
ley Improvement association and all
Under arrest pending the result of and steel manufactures three and a persons interested
in river improvethe coroner's jury. The Woman gave quarter millions, cotton
ntanutete- ments to the convention to be held
A dying statement that she fell town
tures two and a half Millions, metre this year at Portsmouth. Ohio, Ocstairs and
accidentally stuck (be lard and dairy
products, one tad tober 17 and 16.
knife in her side.
three-quarter millions, breadstuffe,
one and one-third millions, manufaeOfficial Forecasts,
TWO HUNDRED
• tures ef leather about a half million,
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt
timber and !timber about a half mil- Vernon will continue falling
At PaDelegetre coming From Maxon %line lion, and
manufactures of
wort ducah and Cairo, not tussah
change
to Immigrant Convention.
about a heir minion.
during the next 36 hours.
Two hundred deleeates from the
Tex-payers' Notice!
Melton Mills neitehborbood will atPaducah, Ky., September 1,
tend the Southwestern Kentucky ImYou are hereby *Mined that all
migration eonvention Oelober 4 and
S. The namesswerweent today to the persons owning or having in their
possession, or under their control as
Commereted dab.
agent, guardian, or committee, ex
ecutor, administrator, curator, trusWife Will Conteet,
A New York paper says It Is In- tee, receiver, commissioner, or otnthere will be a contest of the will of erwlse, realty tangible, or intangiHerman OelrIchs by Mrs. Oelriche ble personal property, on the 15th
day of September, are required on or
before the 1st day of October, to
leleamere. tele MO talam
give the assessor a true and cotriplet9
list of same, with true cash value
thereof, as of the 15th day of _September, under oath, upon forms to
be furnished on application Dy sato

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Makin

Our new woolens are a
cboice selection from the best
foreign and domestic looms.
We show many handsome
and exclusive patterns,
You'll find our prices moderate and pleasing.

DICKE&BLACK
816 I t rorn tiesvneOpposite Frateruity Buiitlizg
eneset(fa.V"arAors.rscAscsereVAIvelat

assessor at his ()Mee. and that al:

um,

WAI I.. PAPER
25c Per Room
CEILIN6 TO MATCH

BORDER

Room any size-the larger
the better for us. We charge
sc extra for hanging, and will
not sell this paper for less
than regular price unless we
hang the papty. We make
this special price in order to
give our men steady wotk,
and the bargain only alludes
to those who want a complete
job, of which we guarantee
will be cheaper than any
paper ever sold. Extra charge
fir plashring, sling and
taring Off paper

SAND ERS ON
Wall Paper an Picture Frame Store
Moat 513, 423 Broadest

SPEND YOUR VACATION
ON THE GREAT LAKES
C Steamers
Traveling Ma f's
means Ile. enjoyment of all the arli
vantage-s whtch litististe archit.-••
can provnte speed, safety and comfort /Ire prime c-maidetation..
Th mire. Trckellst ani.1 to all points
and Nivea', checked to destinatton
0 & C T I PA IL TABLE
MACKINAC OlVilliCal

11A kr
annswaan•Sirevechin
•I .••4•y• & Tasi•••••• 4 tip IS
C. De,let 41.1,1ays & •Ste.."11,,, •'
•IA •.4,••doss & Fridays
Your Trips per week •,
piste mstis
howl yak all
tos”.4 ••••••••••••• Masi
larog...41
•••••••••4 for g
•••••euras as*
IS•m(.• lay Al 55.
.
1.,uzli.
••• Pas
&oda at* P. 5.4•Aid.„1
and
"Boa" Ilacgrilak,
poises west.
DETROIT • C
DIVISION

Las.. Dee.n.t S. y
ISiS P. M.
5_30 IL M
, and Geier
14•4 1St P. 5,
tir•-••
(),/, -A •sily
5.)1 A IS
(1••••••1 der.
Pay alp. b.. IMNS
I.g 1.11 sad Asses.
C & T LINZ
4•4&•••• (1•••••••• PatPIN
io-nay ars Ursa..
Ssoses•tw. e..t ••••• for elmtemm
Pampaire. Adierec
• • ara•NTL.
assImar. a
Douala
DETROIT & CLEVELANDNAV.CO.
S-A•

EVANSVILLE.
PAI)IIAH
CAIRO LINE.

AND

(Incorporalloi

Ihreessille mid

l'aillnesh

Packets.

(Daily Exctpt Sundae.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and Jobs
Hopkins. leave Padncah for NertneVIII. and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special ezeursion rate now in effect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, 94.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpeseed.
--STEAMI.ii Dielt VoWLER
Leaves Padvicah for Cairo and war
landings k t 6 a m sharp, daily except Sunday. Special excel-Ion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meek
and room. Good music and table unstopsssech
For further information apply Sc
The Tennessee from Florence to S. A. Fowler, General l'ass. Agent, or
Given FowWr, City Pam. Agent, at
below Johnsonville and the MissileFowler-Ct umbaugh & Co's elks,
to Cairo, Both phones
No.'33.
an material change during the next
34 hears.
• LO 17 is %ND ii*NoNOW411----Kit
k'T (A)WA NT
PM Leads to Cie*.
',Memphis, Sept. 13.- Trailing a
FOR TENNICEISICIC 1111111a.
line of Iseantlful
Imported ladies'
hose strewn along the railroad track
at the foot of Auction street, Chas.
R. Wreford, a shipbuilder, made a
discovery which led to the recovery
of $1,000 worth of goods, which had
hen thrown from the ears and hidden nnder a trestle. The discovery
was made Tuesday morning by Mr. Letaire Paducah for Tennessee River
Wreford, who Was going to his boat
Every Wednesday at 4 le el.
at Auction street. The first box fennel A. W. WRIGHT
Marstry
belonged to H. Lowenstein & Bros., EUGENE ROBINSON
(ler,
and contained $500 worth of fnney
This company Is riot retoponeible
hose. The bright. colors of some or for invoice charges uniees oolitscted
these that had been dashed front the be the elerk of the boat.
box when It struck the ground, and
as It was dragged along to its place
Of hiding, attracted attention.

STELIIIII CLYDE

merchants of the cIty doing business
for themselves or others shall in like
manner and In addition thereto,
state the highest amount in tralue of
goods, wares and merchandise, owned or kept on hand for sale be said
merchants, during the three Months
next preceding such 15th day or •
September.
Hums His Automobile,
Prompt attention to this will save
Terre Halite, Ind., S'pt. 13. property owners additional cost.
111111011, 317411 ikettety, s.d MAIM if
gusted because his costly automoSTEWART DICK, Assessor,
ST College in IS &ale!. rosiiioNq "
bile would not run, H. Si. H111, of St. iisfsa
Of 11301174XFUND•D. Also
Approved. D. A. YEISNR, Mayor,
Louis, deliberately burned the malliAL
Dra
L
IsorC
'ellear Zell*S
wilT
1 m
csairuor
'
frst
ce•Lsi
Office, Room 9, City Hall. •
chine at Billtelen, ten miles east or
here. He boarded a train been later
chapter for Si- Louis,
Publisher-In the fifth
tie sind he was on his
aou tell of the heoine falling Over- way to
Indianapolis, and that as the
lbeikrti Ht Mid-ocean and been* sttr- Machine holed not work he *mild
munded by huge sharks. I.Wt It not bother
tonere re It _it and isoold
la TIM at4 hetsciy.
04114_ improbable -that she seined
ity one. who
tehrlee-it valueless t
awe Binding, dank Work, Lea
teicape? Not at all, Meet ire mantried to take possession 't it.

DRAUGHON'Ei
g.#4,44144FCcilajc4
,incorporated,)

Henry ilammen, Jr.
itiern•

catin& f:harks,- BoitOs Traltheript.
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Our Initial Display of Men's Fine Clothing

tt')
I
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441-1

It is with great pleasure that we announce our initial display of Men's Fine Clothing for the fall of 1906-7. With
greater confidence than ever before, your inspection is invited to our magnificent showing of the prevailing styles in Suits
and
Overcoats, for we believe it is unexcelled in any city in America. Fresh from the factories of the world's foremost manufa
cturers, The Canterberry, College Brand, The Washington and Henry J. Brock & Co.'s Union Label Clothing are suprem
e in
quality 'of material, excellence of workmanship and style distinction.

44

In our efforts to secure the best clothing for the men of F'4ducah, we feel proud of the success we have- achieved,
and
want everybody to come in and inspect what we have on display.

crt
)

(
-11

In our store THE CANTERBERRY leads, as it does -Wherever it is shown. Hand sewed throughout, every garment
made on an individual form,
no effort or expense is spared to make them worthy of the most discriminating custom. The Prices range from
$25.00 to $45.00.
COLLEGE BRAND CLOTHES are not at all like any other clothes--they're special in every way---different sorts of coats
and vests and differently
shaped troutters, in patterns that you won't find anywhere elsc. College Brand Clothes arc the only clothes in America
interided just for young men, and for
men who want to stay young. The makers have not shied at extreme- ideas, and—well, if you like something snappy,
with an original idea embodied here
and there, you'll like the College Brand. Priced from $15.00 to $35.00.
•

THE WASHINGTON Clothes make their first bow to Paducah this fall, and we say without hesitation that they
are, in every way, worthy of the
distinguished company in which they find themselves at our store. Securing this line for our patrons is merely
following our policy of offering the best
values in every line. The Washington Clothes are becoming increasingly popular throughout the cast
because of their high quality and their beauty of design and workmanship. The prices range from $15.00 to $30.00.
HENRY J. BROCK & CO.'S UNION LABEL CI,OTIIING need not he described in detail, for it thorough
is
ly established in thc esteem of the
people of Paducah who know what the Union Label stands for and insist upon getting it. For the benefit
of others we would say this: The label means
skilled workmanship from start to finish, by intelligent men who have served their apprenticeship and know
their business. It means that the work has been
done in clean, sanitary workshops under absolutely fair conditions. The price range is from $10.00 to $30.00.
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